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APPWG issues final recommendations
By Mario Moretto
MEC Staff
Budget
After several weeks of public input, the Academic Program Prioritization Working
Group on Wednesday issued

its final report, which outlines
recommendations for revenue
enhancement and program cuts
to help close the projected $25
million gap the University of
Maine expects to face at the end
of fiscal year 2014.
The recommendations no
longer include the elimination

of French, Spanish, music or
music performance majors. The

recommended the elimination of those programs, as well

French, Spanish and music majors spared
in new rounds of academic cut proposals
group’s earlier report, released
on March 24, controversially

as women’s studies, German,
Latin and theater. Students and

faculty by the hundreds lobbied
the group at an informational
forum, at a public rally on the
steps of Fogler Library and in
e-mails, letters and phone calls
to the committee, deans and
provost.
“After the interim report
and the open forums and all the

Not for the weak of heart: Humans vs. Zombies

feedback we got, we were really
challenged to look at things in
a different way,” Hunter said.
“That’s resulted in some changes in the final document.”
The College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences was the only colSee APPWG on A5

Richardson:
Governor must
invest in UMS
By Michael Shepherd
MEC Staff

Photo by Corey Butler for The Maine Campus

Dan Sullivan and Duncan Scott, participants of UMaine’s semi-annual “Humans vs. Zombies” game, look out for a zombie player they believe had been
following them around campus on Tuesday afternoon.

An MEC correspondent reports from the front lines of the apocalyptic game-fundraiser
By Lauren Fleury

For The Maine Campus
I secure my Nerf guns in their
duct tape and cardboard holsters.
Loaded and ready. As I’m tying
a segment of yellow caution tape
around my head, I mentally prepare
myself for battle against the living
dead that can be found around campus — at least for this week. It’s time

for some Humans vs. Zombies.
It’s my first morning with my new
guns. I watch my back at every opportunity in fear of ambush. I walk
for 10 minutes. No zombies in sight.
I make the mistake of relaxing, and
a blur of red dashes beside me. I fire
my gun in vain, missing the target. I
have been turned.
April 5 marked the beginning of
HvZ. The game is hosted every se-

mester by the Alpha Delta fraternity
as a fundraiser for the Good Shepherd Food Bank in Bangor. Every
student who participated was encouraged to make donations. With
every dollar donated, the food bank
is able to buy $12 worth of food at
Hannaford.
According to the game’s Web site,
umaine.hvzsource.com, this April’s
HvZ game involved 191 players.

HvZ is ultimately a giant game of
tag. Humans are characterized by
yellow caution tape around their
arms or heads, zombies by red.
The game starts with two zombies while the rest of the players are
human. The goal of the zombies is to
tag the humans in order to turn them
to zombies and continue feeding. If
See HvZ on A5

All smoke,
no fire at
Margaritas

Broken sprinkler
drenches Cumby
MEC Staff

MEC Staff
Brief

See Margarita’s on A5

See Richardson on A2

By Michael Shepherd

By Mario Moretto

The Orono Fire Department
was on its way home from
Margaritas by 9 p.m. Tuesday
after responding to a report of
smoke in the restaurant’s dry
storage area earlier that evening.
Lt. Scott Luciano said whatever smoke had been present
in the restaurant was gone and
firefighters could not identify
its source after searching for
more than an hour.
Management at the restaurant called 911 after an em-

John Richardson believes the cuts proposed
by the University of Maine’s Academic Program
Prioritization Working Group are the result of a
state government unfriendly to higher education.
“I think it’s an indicator of the tough
financial times we find
ourselves in and it’s a
reaction to the policies
of the state legislature
and of a chief executive that have put the
university system in
this position,” Richardson, a Democratic
candidate for governor, said. “Frankly,
Richardson
what we need to do is
invest in the University
of Maine System.”
The Brunswick attorney said the state has
“pitted administration or faculty and students
against each other.” He said his administration
would take a hands-on role with university finances.
“We’d be sitting down at the table as stakeholders determining how best to find efficiencies but also how best to use the monies that are
given to them for further investments moving
forward,” Richardson said. “Yeah, we want to
find savings. But we also have to add monies to
invest, too.”
The candidate said state investment in research and development would increase at least

Staff photo by Rebekah Doherty

The Orono Fire Department responds to a report of smoke at Margaritas Tuesday. After an hour of investigation, no
fire was found.

A third-floor sprinkler in Cumberland Hall was
“inadvertently damaged” by a resident late Tuesday afternoon, releasing water from the system
which flooded rooms on that floor and the two
floors below, according to University of Maine
spokesman Joe Carr.
Carr said residents were evacuated at about
4:15 p.m. and were not allowed back until just after 7 p.m. Carr said the water was “mostly cleaned
up” around 7:30 p.m.
The sprinkler was set off in Room 327, according to UMaine Property Management staff members cleaning at the scene. Property Management
was notified around 4:00 p.m., according to staff.
Workers estimated the incident happened around
3:50 p.m.
“We heard it. It sounded like a little engine or
something. Then we just heard kids running down
the hall and water was coming out down the hallway,” Kyle Orlando, a third-floor resident, said.
“They wouldn’t let us back in.”
Orlando said the floor in his room, right next
to the room where the sprinkler was hit, was covered in water with limited damage to items on
See Cumberland on A3
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Danny Williams speaks with Bettina Boxall during the recepetion of “Please Don’t Tweet Me: Journalism Today.” Boxall is a UMaine
graduate and Pulitzer prize-winning reporter with The Los Angeles Times.

Boxall: Journalism isn’t dead yet
By Lisa Haberzettl
MEC Staff

According to a Pulitzer
Prize-winning writer, print
journalism may be hurting,
but it’s far from dead.
University of Maine alumna and Los Angeles Times
reporter Bettina Boxall was
welcomed by students and
staff Wednesday to Buchanan
Alumni House, where she
delivered her lecture “Please
Don’t Tweet Me: Journalism
Today,” as part of the Distinguished Honors Graduate Lecture series.
Bettina Boxall won a Pulitzer in 2009 for a five-part series, written with colleague Julie Cart, about the growth and
cost of wildfires in the western
United States. She graduated

from UMaine in 1974 with a
degree in journalism.
These are “very traumatic,
very stressful times for newspapers,” Boxall said. “Ironically, our reach is farther than
ever,” due to the pervasiveness
of the Internet.
Boxall said that print publication is the largest expense
for a newspaper and doesn’t
bring in enough money to sustain itself, even though print
advertisements are the biggest
revenue source for newspapers.
This is an even bigger
problem, Boxall said, because
newspapers are constantly
forced to find new ways to
integrate and expand new media, which they give away for
free.
Despite what she describes

as the floundering state of print
journalism’s financial model,
Boxall does not believe that
print newspapers will disappear any time soon.
She said if the The Los Angeles Times were to go out of
business, “local TV and radio
would be in dreadful shape,”
because they have a tendency
to take content from newspapers. Even though so many
people and organizations have
access to the news source, few
of them are paying. According
to Boxall, all news on the Web
originates from newspapers.
“I think of us as a big,
beached whale that everyone
is feasting off,” she said.
Despite her concern about
the limited profit to be made
from news on the Web, Boxall
said that there are good uses

for the Internet.
One of the side effects of
online journalism, Boxall
said, is heightened reader input. Because readers don’t
have to write a letter to the
editor to make their opinions
known and can remain almost
completely anonymous on the
Internet, and are thus more
interesting, entertaining and
extreme.
One reader was so displeased with Boxall’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning wildfire series
that he felt the need to leave
a Web comment calling her a
“commie crack whore.”
“It’s always nice to know
that people are reading,” Boxall said.
Boxall also discussed the
See Boxall on A5
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twofold by 2015 if he is elected
— money he says would benefit the University of Maine
System.
“This is how we use universities to help build the jobs of
the 21st century and keep our
kids here. It’s very easy,” Richardson said.
“The value of a UMaine
education is priceless, but I
think the cost needs to be addressed,” Richardson said. He
said Maine has the lowest per
capita income in New England
– an impediment to postsecondary education.
College graduates often
leave Maine because of a lack
of technological advancement
in the state, said Richardson.
“We have smart people who
are hard working and they’re
innovative. The only key ingredient left is technology,” Richardson said. “In my administration, to make sure that people
don’t leave the state of Maine,
we’re going to have broadband
connectivity. We’re going to
have cell phone coverage border-to-border. And in doing
that, we’re going to unleash the
potential of the Maine people.”
The candidate said the university and community college
systems must merge administrative positions to minimize
competition.
“I think we ought to start with
a combined board of trustees to
administer the higher education
aspirations of our Maine citizens,” Richardson said. “We’ll
find ourselves complementing
rather than duplicating the efforts of our higher education
systems in doing so.”
The candidate supports further innovation in traditional
Maine industries such as fishing and agriculture — two industries he says the University
of Maine System “need[s] to do
a better job” preparing college
graduates for.
“We’re in a global economy
with global competition,” Richardson said. “The bad news is
that we’re not competing. The
good news is that we have the

quality goods and services in
this state to compete in a global
economy.”
The candidate cited his experience as commissioner of the
Maine Department of Economic
and Community Development
from 2007 to 2009 as an example of practical experience with
an innovative job market.
“I am the only Democrat in
this race who has helped to create jobs in every sector of this
economy and in every part of
this state,” Richardson said.
Richardson served in the
Maine House of Representatives from 1998-2006, as
speaker of the House from
2004-2006 and House majority leader from 2002-2004. He
said he has a balanced résumé
in the public and private sectors – something that helps him
in his bid for the Blaine House.
He said the tough economic
times call for someone with
policy experience.
“Without governmental experience, I wouldn’t be qualified
to sit as governor. Maybe tomorrow, maybe sometime in the
past, but not today,” Richardson
said. “I have experience in government, but not too much.”
Richardson said history will
be kind to Gov. John Baldacci
for his work reining in legislature that created “programs
that can’t sustain growth” in a
recession. The candidate applauded Baldacci for being
“fiscally conservative.”
“There’s never been a sunny
day for him,” Richardson said.
“But I think he has laid the
foundation for a brighter future
of Maine.”
The candidate said the government needs to be in tune
with the opinions of Mainers
statewide — an element missing from the state government
right now.
“There’s one thing a Richardson administration is going
to do. They’re going to get out
of Augusta and they’re going to
go and travel with the people,”
Richardson said. “We’re going
to establish a town hall presence. We’re going to do town
meeting around the state to
understand the plight of Maine
people.”
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Jackman returns
to Student Senate
District 19 candidate lobbies student body
By Michael Shepherd
MEC Staff

Zachary Jackman, a fourthyear political science student
and candidate for the District
19 seat in the Maine House of
Representatives, addressed the
University of Maine General
Student Senate at Tuesday’s
meeting.
The Republican, a former
student senator and candidate
for student body president, said
during the General Good and
Welfare portion of the meeting
that academic cuts are wrongly
being made at UMaine during
a hard financial time for students.
“People like us — students
and people like the citizens of
Orono — can’t find a job and
keep it,” Jackman said. “The
university is making cuts in areas that I personally don’t think
should be cut.”
The District 19 seat, which
represents UMaine and part of
Orono, has been held for three
terms by Democrat Emily Cain,
a UMaine alumna and doctoral
student. She is currently the
house chair of the Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs, a
position of power that Jackman
believes has been underused.
“I’m going to let her record
speak for itself,” Jackman said.
“We’re borrowing money we
don’t have and spending more
money we don’t have.”
Later in the meeting, Student
Body President Brian Harris announced an improved version
of UMaine Student Government Web site, umainesg.com,
went live April 9. He said the
framework is done, but content
is still not close to being completed.
“There’s a little bit of content — not a lot,” Harris said.
“Everything is done, it’s just a
matter of getting it there.”
Harris said senators now
have the capability to log in
to the site, but many have not
submitted e-mail addresses to
webmaster Edward Ropple to
get login information. Senators
will be able to post resolutions
to the Web site.
“There are a couple of bugs
still to work out,” Ropple said.

“Most senators should have access to create resolutions, but
I ask that you don’t because
there’s no content there.”
Harris said when the Web
site is fully operational, students
will be able to access minutes
and agendas for meetings. Sen.
Ryan Gavin expressed concern
that the Web site announcement
is misleading.
“It’s always been ‘up,’”
Gavin said, adding the problem is “there’s still no content
there.”
Gavin said he favors a more
content-based site where students can go to receive information about Student Government.
Sen. Christopher Knoblock
agreed and said login information is not the most important
factor at this time.
“What we need is a Web site
that is ready to go when students
show up in the fall,” Knoblock
said. “I really don’t care about
login information until next
year. That’s not my priority.”
During the Special Orders
and Announcements section of
the meeting, Sen. Alex Ortiz
criticized Gavin, the senate parliamentarian, on “constant reminders on points of order” and
said a parliamentarian should
not serve as senator.
“That, to me, is a conflict of
interest,” said Ortiz.
After the meeting, Gavin
announced in an e-mail his recognition from the post of parliamentarian.
“Please understand that while
I do value your experience in
the senate and your longevity
in the organization, I do not appreciate being, for lack of a better word, attacked on the senate
floor for simply doing my job,”
Gavin wrote. “I’m officially
stepping down as parliamentarian due to the pressure that you
exerted this evening, and the assertion that there is a conflict of
interest in being both a senator
and serving as the parliamentarian.” Gavin will officially step
down from the parliamentarian
post May 1.
“All stepping down from this
position does is cut my pay,”
Gavin wrote. “I’ll still be holding everyone to the rules that
they pledged to uphold, in the
best way that I can.”

Police
Beat

session of a pipe. Silva was
issued a summons for illegal
possession of drug paraphernalia. During a room search,
the officer found three bottles
of Twisted Tea and a bottle of
vodka. Both underage residents
said it was not their alcohol.
They were referred to Judicial
Affairs.

The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine’s finest

Bookstore’s new botanical
section
Public Safety received an
anonymous report that a marijuana plant was growing outside
the University of Maine Bookstore in the Memorial Union at
10:30 p.m. April 11. An officer
went to investigate and found
marijuana had indeed been
planted in soil beside a potted
tree outside the bookstore. The
seedling had grown just large
enough to be recognizable. The
officer destroyed the plant.
Chasing Red Riding Hood
A student studying with a
group in Deering Hall exited
the building at 11:06 p.m. April
12 to lock up his 1970s Motobecane street bike when he saw
a male in a red hood stealing
the bike. The thief was riding
away on a bike while carrying

the victim’s bike. The victim
chased him on foot. The thief
met two other males in the mall
area. He turned around to see
the victim chasing after him
and dumped the victim’s bike
in the bushes by Little Hall.
He then hopped off the other
bike and all three males fled
on foot. The victim retrieved
his bike and called police from
a callbox. By the time officers
arrived, the three males had left
the area.
Alcohol abandonment
An officer went to the first
floor of Knox Hall as part of a
follow-up investigation from
complaints of the odor of marijuana the night before on 11:35
p.m. on April 10. He interviewed residents of the room
in question and found resident
Brittany Silva, 19, to be in pos-

Bad leftovers
An officer was dispatched to
Knox Hall for a reported odor
of marijuana coming from a
second-floor room at 11:45
p.m. April 12. The resident of
the room, Cameron Smith, 18,
admitted to the officer that he
had been smoking and turned
over what was left of the marijuana. Cameron was issued a
summons for possession of a
useable amount of marijuana.
Two other people were in the
room but were not charged.
Smoke-free campus
A report of the odor of marijuana brought officers to the
third-floor of Gannett Hall at
10:30 p.m. April 11. Resident
Michael Connors, 19, handed
over a marijuana pipe and said
he had not been smoking in the
room but had smoked outside
on the bench earlier. Connors
was issued a summons for pos-

A3

session of drug paraphernalia.
Birthday bash
An intoxicated female student was found in the fourthfloor women’s bathroom of
Androscoggin Hall 11:35 p.m.
April 10. It was her 19th birthday, and she admitted to consuming six shots of tequila at
an off-campus party. Police referred her to Judicial Affairs.
Not his territory to mark
Officers and UVAC were
dispatched to Androscoggin
Hall for a report of an intoxicated male lying on a couch
in the second-floor lounge at
2:58 a.m. April 10. Witnesses
had caught him urinating in the
middle of the carpeted lounge
floor before lying on the couch.
The male was identified as nonstudent Jesse Shavel, 19, North
Yarmouth, and was transported
to St. Joseph Hospital for extreme intoxication. Shavel was
issued a summons for possession of alcohol by a minor by
consumption and criminal mischief. He was issued a trespass
warning and told not to return
to campus for 30 days.
Compiled by
Aislinn Sarnacki
For The Maine Campus

In other GSS business...
• Vice President of Student
Entertainment Joseph “Pat”
Nabozny said last month’s
concert featuring hip-hop
band The Roots cost a total
of around $56,000 after costs
and revenues. Nabozny said
a $60,000 loss is normal with
these events and was encouraged by the event’s success.
• The senate allocated
$1,350 to the Maine Outing
Club for canoes for flat-water
use.
• UMaine Vice President

Cumberland
from Page A1

desks and beds.
Orlando said the residents of
Room 227, directly below 327,
got the worst of the flooding.
“Their stuff got obliterated,”
Orlando said. “All her stuff in
her room got ruined – like a
printer, TV.”
Cristin Regios lives in the
room next to Room 227.
“All my bedding was soaked
and there was a couple of inches
of water [on the floor] when I
first came in here,” Regios said.

for Administration and Finance Janet Waldron will address the senate concerning
budget issues around 6:45
p.m. at next week’s meeting,
according to Harris.
• Sen. Nelson Jones, chairman of the Senate History
Committee, announced that
Fogler Library has archived
the past 39 years of GSS minutes in a storage annex by
York Commons. He said the
library is currently working on
retrieving them for him.
A women’s bathroom across
the hall from Regios’ room was
cordoned off around 8:15 p.m.
with plastic covering the parts
of the windows.
Residents of rooms 227 and
327 were relocated and left unidentified. Carr said 150 ceiling tiles were damaged and
two mattresses were replaced.
Up to 14 students were relocated Tuesday night. Carr said
by Wednesday afternoon most
students had returned to their
rooms.
Carr said estimated damages
could not be calculated until at
least Friday.

Staff photo by Michael Shepherd

Corey Hewey, 22, Bangor, tinkers with the innards of the In the Groove 2 arcade game in e-Sports Wednesday. The game enthusiast
was investigating the cause of the game’s tendency to freeze and crash. Hewey said a buildup of dust in the game’s cooling system was
probably the culprit. “We’re trying to get it up and running for us and the other players,” Hewey said.

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES
157 MEMORIAL UNION 581-1789

IS THERE A LAW AGAINST THAT?
- Lighting an object on fire: Arson, Criminal Mischief, Reckless Conduct
- Hitting a roommate/friend to stop harassment: Assault, Disorderly Conduct
- Continuing a party after police visit: Failure to Disperse, Disorderly Conduct
- Threatening another person: Harassment, Terrorizing

Student Legal Services
provides free legal
services to full-time
undergraduates.
Walk-ins or call ahead
appointments accepted.

Funded by Student Government
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Fighting cystic fibrosis, UM music grad plays on
By Eryk Salvaggio
For The Maine Campus

In the eighth grade, Ashley Drew
decided to keep a secret. It wasn’t an
embarrassing crush, sneaking out past
curfew or any of the everyday coverups of middle school life.
It was her lungs.
Ashley, 23, of Scarborough is one
of 30,000 people in the United States
with cystic fibrosis, a genetic condition
which spurs infection and scarring of
lung tissue, making breathing difficult
and eventually impossible. Now, after keeping her affliction a secret for
years, Ashley needs help. She needs
new lungs.
Ashley ran track, played volleyball
and attended band camps as a child.
She played wind instruments and eventually mastered the piccolo, tenor sax
and flugelhorn.
Then Ashley got a lung infection and
rumors spread. Kids treated her differently. Her field trip group, worried she
was contagious, asked her not to go to
Quebec with them. CF isn’t contagious
— but she went to Quebec with a different group.
That’s when she decided to keep her
condition a secret.
“I didn’t want people saying,
‘There’s Ashley Drew,’ and then lowering their voices to say, ‘She has cystic
fibrosis,’” Ashley said.
Keeping her secret was difficult
through high school and while attending the University of Maine. She uses
a nebulizer daily to help her breathe.
She has to swallow or inhale 15 medications a day, many to help her digest
protein. On good days, she spends an
hour in a black vest that inflates like
a blood pressure cuff and then drums
against her to shake phlegm from her
lungs.
For Ashley and others with CF,
these treatments make normal lives
possible. In 1955, CF was expected to
be terminal by the start of grade school.
According to the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, the life span for people with CF
has increased, and in 2008 the median
age had risen to 37.4 years.
At the University of Maine, Ashley
practiced four hours daily and took on
leadership positions in the UMaine
Symphonic Band. Striving to meet the
expectations of other musicians, she
exceeded them.
“Even though no one else knew
what I was proving, I knew what I was
proving,” she said.
Music always came first. In spring
2008, her temperature hit 101 and she
needed to be hospitalized. She fretted: She was scheduled to perform that
week.
“I told the doctors, ‘This is the deal.
I have a concert on Thursday. You have
to let me go, or I’m not coming in,’”

she said.
She performed with a PICC line
— a long tube which serves as an IV
— inserted through the veins in her

ting in a chair for five hours was considered an accomplishment. She was
fed through tubes. After her tracheotomy, she spoke through her neck, but

served for unconscious patients, Ashley had to manually pump a blue balloon for air if she left her bed. The first
time she walked on her own, she was

“Even though no one else knew what I was proving, I knew what I was proving.”
Ashley Drew
University of Maine student battling cystic fibrosis
wrist and pushed through the veins in
her arm until it reached her chest. She
hid it beneath the sleeve of her sweater
and played nine songs. No one noticed
she was any different.
But just before Christmas 2008, Ashley woke up from a nap and couldn’t
breathe: She had gone into respiratory failure. She was rushed to Maine
Medical Center in Portland, where her
palms were spiked for blood acidity
tests four times daily and a quartersize hole was cut into her throat so
she could breathe.
“It’s easier to breathe
out of your neck than
your mouth,” Ashley said. “It’s actually kind of
cool.”
She was
sedated
through
the new
year.
After
that,
sit-

not with a talk box — “I didn’t sound
like that scary lady in those smoking
commercials,” she said.
Because electric ventilators are re-

surrounded by nurses. She pumped the
balloon, staggered to a window and,
seeing the sun, burst into tears of joy.
“It’s hard to explain how someone
could care about the sun so much,”
Ashley said.
As she recovered, she sneaked into
the hospital lobby at night to play the
piano. Tables filled with textbooks and
papers surrounded her bed. As the tour
director for the UMaine Symphonic Band, she faxed schedules and booked the band’s hotel rooms.
“I would e-mail her
the information she
needed as tour
director to get
things
done,
because
I
knew that’s
the way
s h e
wanted it,”
said

Curvin “Chip” Farnham, a professor of
music who worked with Ashley when
she was a conductor for the symphonic
band.
Ashley graduated in spring 2009
summa cum laude with a 3.7 GPA.
Now Ashley faces a challenge she
can’t solve with perseverance alone.
She needs a double lung transplant.
New lungs, free of scar tissue, won’t
cure her disease. But without them, the
scarring in her lungs will spread until she can’t breathe. A healthy pair of
lungs function at 98 percent capacity,
Ashley said. Her lungs are at 26 percent capacity.
According to the Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation, 150 lung transplants are
performed on CF patients in the United
States annually, about half the number
needed. Hospitals must find a biological match. While some donations come
from living donors, most are from recently deceased organ donors.
Ashley is waiting to be accepted into
a donation program, according to her father, Tom Drew. This involves a battery
of tests in Boston and physical preparation. For Ashley, that means raising her
body mass index. She is eating fast food
to pack pounds on to her slight frame
and sleeps with a feeding tube that releases 1,200 calories overnight.
While Ashley has insurance, a
number of costs related to her surgery
won’t be covered, such as travel to and
from the hospital for tests. If a donor
is found, Ashley will need to be in the
hospital within a matter of hours, which
will require a helicopter.
“I can’t hide this anymore, because
I need help,” Ashley said. “Not just
money. I need support.”
Help and support are coming, beginning with last Thursday’s UMaine
Symphonic Band performance at the
Collins Center for the Arts, where donations were accepted.
Three other Symphonic Band events
included tables for donations, Farnham
said. These included concerts in York,
Portland and Exeter, N.H.
“There’s risks in everything,” Ashley said. “I have a choice: die or get a
double lung transplant.”
Ashley said her faith in God has
helped calm her.
“I know something big is going to
happen in my life,” she said. “He has
some huge plan for me, and I’m not going to let this get in the way.”
Donations are being accepted and
handled by Tom Drew’s employer at
Air for Ashley c/o Allied Home Mortgage, 360 U.S. Route 1, Suite 300,
Scarborough, ME 04074.
Tom Drew said anyone interested in
helping can contact him at 885-5070,
ext. 118.
This article first appeared in the
Bangor Daily News. Reprinted with
permission.

The Maine Campus Sports Section
is looking for applicants for positions on the 2010-2011 team

The Maine Campus is seeking next year’s
sports editor, writers and photographers.

To apply, e-mail cover letter, résumé and at least five writing or
photography samples — published works preferred — to eic@
mainecampus.com and mshepherd@mainecampus.com.
Applicants are not required to be journalism students, but must
be enrolled at least part-time at the University of Maine.
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budgets; re-examining health
care and student loan costs in
from Page A1
the light of recent federal legislation; increasing five-year
lege to drastically change its
bachelor’s-master’s programs
recommendations.
Jeffrey
and offering non-credit online
Hecker, dean of the liberal arts
courses to the general public.
college, said it made sense that
Though the report may no
LAS changed more than the
longer include proposals to comuniversity’s other four colleges.
bine specific programs, Hecker
“If you looked at the open
said the possibility of departforum, and if you followed the
ment combination is not out of
traffic on the FirstClass folder,
the question. The intention of
the proposed changes in the libthe report, he said, is not to put
eral arts and sciences elicited
forward exactly what should
a much stronger response than
happen, but to identify what arthose in the other colleges,”
eas to examine further when the
Hecker said. “I did listen to
time comes to make cuts.
that.”
“What I’m trying to do is
Also gone are the proposals
put in more flexible language. I
to combine specific LAS dedon’t have a very specific plan;
partments, such as anthropolthat would be inappropriate,”
ogy and sociology. The report
Hecker said, adding that it was
is also now devoid of specific
better let the departments come
numbers with regard to faculty
up with a ways to save money
cuts in each coland absorb faculty
lege, though the
losses while still
“Suspension allows us to reactivate
report still says 80
providing a qualthe program a lot more quickly than
positions would
ity degree-granthave to be elimiing program.
if a major were eliminated.”
nated by the end
“There may in
of FY 2012 to fill
fact be other reRaymond Pelletier organizations,”
the portion of the
Chairman Hecker said. “But
budget gap for
Modern Languages and Classics I thought it was
which the group is
responsible.
better to put in
Of the other LAS majors Hecker said.
broad language. To be honest,
still mentioned specifically in
In addition to changes in it might include those ideas, or
the new report, none are recom- the proposals to save money at some form of them, but it’s betmended for outright elimination. UMaine, the final APPWG re- ter not to say exclusively ‘this is
Instead, undergraduate majors port also includes recommen- what we are going to do.’”
in women’s studies, German, dations to increase revenue and
APPWG was created by
Latin and theater would be sus- enrollment, as well as an en- President Robert Kennedy in
pended, a decision more easily dorsement of restructuring and the summer of 2009 to find a
reversed than elimination.
consolidating general education plan to ensure “strong support
“Suspension allows us to re- requirements.
of our highest priority degree
activate the program a lot more
Hunter said in many cases, programs funded by a reduction
quickly than if a major were too many teachers are teaching in those ranked as our lowest
eliminated,” said Raymond Pel- narrowly-tailored general edu- priorities,” as written in Kenneletier, chairman of the Modern cation courses, which may be dy’s charge to the group.
Languages and Classics De- better served by more streamThere are still many more
partment. “The wording is very lined courses.
steps before any final decisions
important to us. It’s only a 25
“General education is a rath- on program changes are made.
percent negative versus a 100 er expensive and, I would say, Kennedy will take this report
percent negative.”
convoluted and complicated under consideration in formPelletier said the changes in structure,” Hunter said. “We ing a list of actions to address
the report’s recommendations think there’s a way we can re- the budget gap, which will go
were partly thanks to the re- structure it to be more efficient through a process involving
sponse from students, faculty, and to serve the students with a faculty senate and the board of
staff and alumni to the earlier better product.”
trustees, as well as checks to enproposal to eliminate all foreign
Other proposals to enhance sure that changes don’t violate
language majors. He also said revenue or create savings in- University of Maine System
the department was able to con- clude examining a flat tuition policies, labor contract requirevince the committee that it was rate, as is employed by many ments or state and federal statan unsound fiscal decision.
private universities; involving utes and regulations. APPWG
“One of the strongest argu- faculty in discussions about expects the entire process to be
ments the department was able interdisciplinary collaboration complete early in the fall 2010
to make is that we really doubted with an eye toward shrinking semester.

APPWG

this would save money,” Pelletier said. “In addition, we showed
specific instances where cutting
these programs would cost the
university money.” The chairman said more than $1 million
in gifts to the university could
have been lost had all the foreign language majors been cut.
It was this sort of faculty
feedback that changed many of
the recommendations, Hecker
said.
“The faculties in the affected
units went back and rethought
what they could do,” Hecker
said. For example, the music
department came forward with
a plan to preserve their undergraduate degrees by reducing
the number of ensembles offered by the music department,
the dean said.
“That kind of constructive
response led to the changes,”

I immediately approached her
wondering how one of the last
from Page A1
humans could look so relaxed
while standing next to two aca zombie doesn’t get a “kill”
tive zombies.
by tagging a human within 48
As I began asking her queshours, the zombie will “starve
tions about the game and how
out” and be eliminated from the
it felt to still be human, a horde
game.
of six carnage-seeking zomHumans are the people seen
bies charged viciously and suron campus with large Nerf guns
rounded her. As she attempted
and ragged, oversized gym
to fight them off with her wild
socks. These weapons serve
sock flailing and dart shots of
a vital purpose in the game of
fury, the zombies swarmed
HvZ as they are the humans’
around her.
only form of defense. The huAlthough she was able to stun
mans defend themselves from
one zombie with a Nerf dart, I
the unrelenting advances of
witnessed one of the last standthe undead by stunning zoming humans, third-year electribies with Nerf guns or hitting
cal engineering student Jamie
them with their sock “flails.”
Reinhold, die at the hands of a
If hit with either, zombies are
ruthless zombie — third-year
stunned and canpolitical science
not attack humans
student
Frank
“For the most part I like to travel alone.
for 15 minutes.
Kessler.
Different huAlthough there
It’s easier just to keep your sock flails and
mans have difis
constant
hostilguns down so people won’t notice you.”
ferent
methods
ity between the
of staying alive.
students due to
Nick Rucker the predator vs.
Some find safety
Third-year prey nature of the
in numbers and
prefer to travel
New media game, HvZ is also
in groups while
a way to bring stuothers, such as Nick Rucker, a but need to keep my cool.
dents together.
third-year new media student,
I continue inching toward
“It’s just a bunch of kids havprefer to travel alone.
them, not offering them the sat- ing fun and making friends,”
“When I need to get some- isfaction of a glance. As soon Reinhold said — even after bething done I can usually find one as we’re side-by-side… Wham! ing turned by the bite of the inor two people to work with, but I nail one of the three humans satiable animated corpse.
for the most part I like to travel with a quick tap. The deed is
Throughout the game there
alone,” Rucker said. “It’s easier done. Human flesh turned zom- were several missions. Kyle
just to keep your sock flails and bie corpse.
Lavesseur, an Alpha Delta
guns down so people won’t noThe
ambush
technique brother and HvZ moderator,
tice you.”
works, but many zombies had believed many people enjoyed
This proved to be effective it easy when Lindsey Miller, a this year’s story line.
for Rucker as he survived as a second-year environmental sciThis game had three mishuman through Saturday after- ence student, provided informa- sions with separate plots. In
noon.
tion to the zombies in order to the final mission on Monday,
Killer instincts run through help with their kills.
all of the remaing humans were
my veins as I walk to class on
“My role in the game was told to gather at the stage in the
Tuesday afternoon. My eyes communication,” Miller said. “I Hilltop parking lot and survive
have never been so keen for the got the numbers of a bunch of by fighting off all active zomcolor yellow. I lurk quietly down zombies and mass-texted them bies. The game ended with the
Long Road, and see a batch of with human locations and mis- zombies killing off the rest of
humans – as paranoid as ever sion times. In this way, I sup- the humans and winning alto– making their way toward plied others with kills.”
gether.
Gannett Hall. I cross the street
Toward the end of the week,
But, happily, students were
suspiciously several times, but living souls become a rare sight. turned for a great cause: feeding
they don’t catch on.
I had already starved due to lack less fortunate families. So far
I narrow in, adrenaline of gorging. I was walking down this year, $300 has been raised,
pumping. I keep gaining on Long Road once again and and Alpha Delta is expecting
them. I’m twenty feet behind saw a living human casually one more major donor to conthem. Ten. I run after flesh and standing next to two zombies. tribute to the cause.

HvZ
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Staff photo by Rebekah Doherty

Erin Stilphen and Sarah Protzmann of Alpha Phi promote a rubber duck-racing fundraiser event
for suicide prevention taking place on Maine Day. Each duck costs $2 and the winner receives a cash
prize.

Margaritas

from Page A1
ployee discovered smoke in
the basement of the 15 Main
St. building.
“It was a light smoke, with
a sort of wood-burning smell,”
said bartender Wayne Doolan.
Employees
said
they
thought the smoke was coming

Boxall

from Page A2
pros and cons of citizen journalism, the idea that new technologies have given regular
citizens the tools necessary
to be the media. She said the
mistaken perception about reporting is that anyone can do
it.
“Do you want your hair
cut by a citizen barber?” she
asked.
She said the qualities of
a good journalist are curios-

from inside the walls, reporting billows emanating from a
small hole near the ceiling of
the basement. Firefighters removed the Sheetrock covering
the walls and found nothing.
Around 8:30 p.m. employees
were sent back into the restaurant to clean up and close shop
for the remainder of the evening. Luciano said Margaritas
would keep someone nearby

overnight “just in case,” but by
Wednesday afternoon, everything was back to normal at the
Orono Tex-Mex establishment.
“It was just a mysterious
puff of smoke,” said Margarita’s manager Derek Williams
on Wednesday. “The fire department came back today
with meters looking for a heat
source, and everything was
good.”

ity, integrity, accuracy, intelligence, energy, critical thinking and courage.
As for the title of her lecture, Boxall does not use Twitter, and she said she hopes

never to tweet.
“Blogs and tweets have
their place,” Boxall said. “I
think they’re like snack foods.
They’re addictive but not necessarily nourishing.”

my identity becomes exposed. I
am bombarded with Nerf darts
and thrashed with sock wads.
I need a new ambush plan.
As far as humans having different techniques to survive,
zombies had different techniques in order to get the most
kills. Some plan ambushes and
jump from behind bushes or
walls, while others are subtler
and take a quieter approach to
achieve their kills.
Time for attempt No. 2. I feel
I have learned from my previous failures. As I walk past the
Union, I see another batch of
humans on my left. They are
walking towards me — guns
cocked and wanting to fire, sock
weapons ready for wielding. I
experience a rush of excitement,
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Editorial

APPWG takes
second step in
restructuring

S

tudents majoring in music, music performance,
Spanish and French should be breathing easier after
Wednesday’s release of the final report by the Academic Program Prioritization Working Group; it appears
students’ voices were heard, and these programs are no
longer considered expendable should a future financial
shortfall necessitate cuts.
The music department, in particular, deserves recognition for providing a smart, cost-reducing alternative to
eliminating majors, which effectively saved the University of Maine’s music and music performance degrees,
according to College of Liberal Arts and Sciences Dean
Jeffrey Hecker.
But it would be unfair to praise only one department.
The past three weeks have seen hundreds of students,
faculty and alumni from all different walks of life make
speeches, suggest alternatives, write letters, educate themselves on budget intricacies and organize protests in a surprising way that caused the administration to take notice.
The eloquence and passion students have displayed showed
beyond any doubt that their education matters to them.
Of course, not all will be pleased by APPWG’s final
report, but they should take heart. Despite the report’s
name, we are still far from knowing exactly what the final
restructuring will look like. Provost Susan Hunter, President Robert Kennedy, the Faculty Senate and the University of Maine System board of trustees will weigh in on the
report, and it must pass a number of regulations, requirements and final approvals.
That the APPWG’s reports are only a categorization
of which areas are most expendable in the event of a possible budget crisis, rather than definite eliminations, is
something that has admittedly not been clearly articulated
by administration to the general public. The March 24
interim report — which has been shown to be only the
roughest initial estimates by the deans of UMaine’s colleges — caused a wave of panic in the community. If there
were one area we would criticize the administration on, it
would be the lack of clarity and seeming haphazardness of
this whole process, but even this was likely because of an
effort for transparency, which we applaud.
More than anything else, the collaborative spirit that
has begun to emerge out of this painful process — evidenced by the work of the music department and many
others — must be immensely appreciated. Finger-pointing
is tempting in troubled times but is ultimately fruitless.
The university’s administrators must deal with the hand
they have been dealt in the best way that they can, and, in
turn, so must everyone else at UMaine.
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Do the ends justify the meats?

I

’m environmentally conscious. I recycle. I avoid using Styrofoam, and I
bring my reusable grocery bags when
I go to Hannaford. I try to eat right
and exercise, although I don’t make it to
the gym as often as I’d like.
So I should be all for Meatless Monday,
an international campaign that promotes
going vegetarian one day a week to obtain
a healthier, more eco-friendly lifestyle.
Last week, San Francisco made headlines by becoming the first American city
to adopt a meat-free Monday policy. From
here on — or until the meat legislation is
repealed — it will be much harder to buy
meat in the City by the Bay on Mondays. If
you want to enjoy a BLT in the shadow of
the Golden Gate Bridge at the start of the
week, you just might be out of luck — unless you bought the bacon beforehand and
are willing to make your own sandwich.
I guess you could say I’ve got a little
beef with the legislation.
I don’t think it’s a civil rights or personal freedom issue, because San Fran
police are not going to be arresting people
for eating a turkey club. The city is just
urging businesses not to sell meat on
Mondays and to increase awareness of the
environmental and personal health concerns of high-meat diets. So really, you
can eat meat on Mondays; there are just
some establishments at which you might
not be able to get that brisket with a side
of skirt steak.
I’m all for healthy diets and reducing
my carbon footprint — and it is more economically and ecologically sustainable
to eat less meat and more veggies — but
guys, I really like meat.
Bacon is a legitimate reason to get
up in the morning. My homemade stirfry requires chicken. Pot roast is one of
my all-time favorite meals. And what is

the environment.
What if I decide I don’t buy into the
environmental angle? I do get the health
Lisa
issue. Eating less meat is healthy for you,
Haberzettl because a diet high in meat can lead to
obesity and heart disease. The new food
pyramid recommends eating minimal
proteins — which should be as low in fat
Assistant
possible — including beans, eggs, nuts
News Editor as
and meat. In fact, it’s now the secondsmallest section of the pyramid.
The food pyramid advises consuming
more dairy than protein. Spare the beef
Thanksgiving without turkey?
I grew up in a household where dinner Wellington; indulge in the Asiago cheese
was not dinner if no meat was on the ta- and peach yogurt. I could get behind that.
Sadly, no matter how many reasons I
ble. My mother is constantly pressing me
to eat meat at least once a day. “Protein!” acknowledge for eating less meat, my arshe says, apparently ignoring the fact that gument against Meatless Monday will always eventually boil down to “But… bameat is not the only source of protein.
The environment is a legitimate con- con.” Even if Paul McCartney, Gwyneth
cern. According to the Food and Ag- Paltrow, Gillian Anderson, Alec Baldwin,

I would never criticize a movement that encourages
healthier and more environmentally conscious decisions,
but in the end, I can’t get on-board; meat is too delicious.
riculture Association, meat industries
are responsible for about 18 percent of
global greenhouse gas emissions. Emissions come from the fertilized land used
to grow feed crops, the clearing of forests
— especially the Amazon — to make
way for grazing land and the storage and
transportation of manure.
Some might say, “If cow poop is making the ozone layer thinner, I’ll eat more
cows.” That reasoning doesn’t work outside of a Ron White joke. The point is to
not support a practice that’s damaging to

Letters to the editor
Athletic director gets it wrong

I have read the recent articles in The
Maine Campus on the Department of
Athletics. Overall, I think they were
done well, but you let the director of athletics get away with something in your
interview.
At the end of Monday’s article, Athletic Director Blake James said: “I don’t
think we should be funded like Ohio
State, Florida, Penn State or any of the
big programs.”
I bet he doesn’t. According to a database
of the finances of public university athletic
programs available on USA Today’s Web
site, both Ohio State and Florida athletics
received $0.00 of direct university support
in 2008-2009, while University of Maine
Athletics received $9,548,688.
It is important to note that the “big
programs” are successful at self-sufficiency by large ticket sales, alumni donations, conference guarantees for away
games, etc.

In contrast, UMaine provides well over
50 percent of the budget for the athletics
program here — money that comes from
the same source that should be used to support the mission of the university: education and research.
For the most part, the academic programs generate more than they receive
— my own Department of Physics has a
budget of $1.9 million and generated $2.5
million in student credit hours.
The bottom line is the academic
programs are being forced to support a
bloated administration and a not particularly successful athletics program — with
the possible exception of hockey. This is
unsustainable, and the Academic Program Prioritization Working Group had
no chance of “achieving sustainability”
since they were directed by administration to focus solely on proposing cuts to
academics.
Dean Astumian
Professor of physics

Woody Harrelson, Kevin Spacey, Yoko
Ono, Twiggy, Moby and Doris Day are
encouraging me to forgo meat on Mondays, I’ll still struggle with it.
Every day will be a tough decision.
Like what to eat for lunch today. I could
have a chicken burrito, or I could have
peanut butter and jelly on split-top wheat.
I could have spaghetti, with or without
meatballs. In the end, I can have whatever
I like; I’m not in San Francisco.
Lisa Haberzettl is assistant news editor
for The Maine Campus.

Readers Speak:
Best of Web comments

RE: Abbott offers consolidation as
solution to budget woes

Any Mainer who cares about nonmillionaires should not vote for Steve Abbott.
Electing him would put into the Blaine
House a Susan Collins clone who, like
his longtime employer (he served as her
chief of staff for 12 years), supports tax
cuts for the richest Americans, continued
wholesale support for foreign wars, and
the elimination of all inheritance taxes for
the wealthiest among us.
Collins has indeed been a godsend for
the University of Maine by steering millions of dollars to our campus for certain
projects. But her votes on many issues —
endorsed by Abbott — reflect an utter lack
of compassion. She is a deficit hawk when
it comes to President Obama’s health plan
but not when it comes to legislation that
only helps the rich. Abbott deserves political oblivion.
— Howard Segal

The attitudes and views expressed in the opinion section are those of their authors only and do
not necessarily represent the views of The Maine Campus or its staff.
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Author devolves debate with Soldiers besmirch
article in Christian magazine U.S .’s image with
conduct in video
Andrew Tomes

The majority of Doulos Magazine’s treatment of high levels of acceptance in the scientific community, they
evolution, coming at a time when animosity between are treated differently by the public.
science and religion is at a record high, is remarkably
The reason for these varied levels of respect can be
level-headed and even handed. However, there is at least found in Mr. Knight’s reprehensible portrayal of a straw
one exception. Within the most recent issue of the Uni- man evolutionist. As Knight writes, “[O]ne could shoot
versity of Maine’s Christian student publication lurks a an evolutionist’s wife, and he should make no accusations
polemic by apostate biology student John Knight, which about it. To him, [her death can be] explained by chance
egregiously chooses to repeat many of the half-truths ... with no moral law saying killing is wrong … It was
and misrepresentations that keep the atmosphere of the bound to happen by accident, with no motive and directed
debate between skeptical believers and scientists in its process from an intelligent being.”
famously uncongenial state.
The key phrase here is “moral law.” The problem is evoFirst, the piece suggests there is a “taboo on questioning lutionary theory is not meant to establish a moral code. It
evolution,” as though the scientific community is a shad- explains a natural phenomenon — that organisms change
owy faction of dogmatic ideologues ruthlessly repressing over time — not murderers. It is not designed to supplant
anything that does not
the rule of law.
fit its twisted worldBiologists “folview. This commonly
low” evolution in
promulgated belief is
the same way that
The fact of evolution, like all facts, can’t be
used to hold evolution
carpenters worship
to the same standard decided by a vote. Populations evolve, not because circular saws. It is a
scientists want them to, but because they do.
as politics: “Let us detool, not a route to
bate this and choose
salvation. And althe view that best
though any reputable
pleases everyone.”
scientist would agree
Alas, things do not work this way. As Ken Miller, the science makes no claims to moral authority — as Dr. Milleminent biologist at Brown University, explains in an inter- er, also a Roman Catholic, explains in his interview — the
view printed in this very same issue, evolution — besides anti-evolutionists frequently try to depict biologists as imbeing a theory — is also a fact. The fact of evolution, like moral, nihilistic, thoroughly odious subhuman monstrosiall facts, cannot be decided by a vote. Populations evolve, ties, not to mention bad lovers.
not because scientists want them to, but because they do.
This is what makes it hard to have an honest debate
Furthermore, this phenomenon is measurable; biolo- about evolution. Evolution’s opponents misrepresent facts,
gists use a unit called the Haldane. This is settled and in- tell outright lies and, when that isn’t enough, demonize the
disputable. If there is a “taboo” on questioning evolution, people who have the gall to defend a theory that makes no
then there is also a taboo on questioning gravity. Question claim to moral authority because it doesn’t have to and,
all you want, but expect the same answer every time.
what’s more, isn’t supposed to. Then they try to suggest
As for the theory of natural selection, its veracity is borne biologists are using it to subvert the role of religion and the
by the weight of evidence. If someone demanded to debate rule of law in society.
a biologist about cell theory, saying it was a conspiracy
It’s a stand as insulting as it is hyperbolic. Why must I
and people are actually made of phlogiston, who would choose between evolution and love? Science and religion?
decry the resulting mockery? Though cell theory and And why must discourse be dragged through the mud?
natural selection are both scientific theories with similarly
Andrew Tomes is a sophomore botany student.

Arguments against First Step are
based on meaningless semantics
First Step isn’t lying
to women, it is simply
expressing a different
opinion out of concern
for the harm certain
procedures can cause.

Emily Pike

Ashlee Simpson, in an opinion piece in the April 8 issue
of The Maine Campus, expresses deep concern that First
Step Pregnancy Resource Center in Bangor has been lying
to women (“Emergency deception: Center lies to women
with Web site”). She writes that the center’s “deliberate
lies and misleading statements work to take away the right
a woman has to an informed choice.”
I’m sure Simpson had good intentions. She seems
deeply concerned and passionate about this issue. However, Simpson’s take lacks logic and is more concerned
with semantic arguments and emotional triggers to make
readers angry.
Simpson’s first argument against First Step is her offering of a new definition of crisis pregnancy centers. She
writes, “Pregnancy centers are non-profits established by
pro-life advocates that offer resources to persuade pregnant women to give birth rather than have an abortion,”
as if being pro-life automatically decreases the credibility
of the center. Her language makes it sound like a crime to
choose birth over abortion, but there is nothing wrong with
giving birth or letting women know there are other options
in times of crisis.
The first time Simpson appears to provide evidence
against First Step, her argument is again based in semantics rather than facts. Her concern is that First Step’s Web
site lies to women about emergency contraception, which
she calls EC, by calling the morning-after pill an “abortion
procedure.” She writes the center has posted an accurate
description of how EC works, but argues it shouldn’t consider EC an abortion.

But this is merely a difference in opinion. She writes
that pregnancy happens when a fertilized egg is implanted into the lining of the uterus. She argues if this
is the case, EC would not be an abortion pill. First Step
disagrees with this opinion and so do millions of other
Americans. They believe pregnancy occurs when the
egg is fertilized, so EC would be an abortion pill. This is
a difference in opinion, not a lie.
Simpson also argues taking a pill should not be considered a “procedure.” This statement does nothing to
discredit First Step, it is just another semantic note in
attempt to add notches to Simpson’s list of First Step’s
“mistakes.”
According to Simpson, First Step claims testing has not
been done to determine the safety of EC. Simpson rebuts
this by arguing the Food and Drug Administration has approved EC. However, an FDA approval does not mean the
product is free of side effects. The fact is EC does have
side effects, some of which are dangerous and scary, and it
is not lying to note a safety concern exists.
Simpson’s final argument is that First Step lies about
condoms, which she responds to with a statement by the
Centers for Disease Control. But there is no meaningful difference between First Step’s and the CDC’s statements. The CDC said condoms are effective, meaning
they help prevent STDs and unwanted pregnancy, but
do not always work.
First Step said there is no proof condoms always
work, a true statement. First Step’s concern is that it’s
still possible to get STDs using condoms. The center is
not spreading lies by expressing concern for people getting STDs.
The rest of Simpson’s piece is a series of emotional attacks against First Step. She attempts to make readers angry by claiming the center is trying to “take away the right
a woman has to an informed choice” and “hide the truth
about all options for women.” These are irrational statements unsupported by the evidence.
As a woman, I certainly don’t like being lied to, but I
have seen no evidence from Simpson that this is occurring.
First Step believes abortion is murder. Because of this, it
lets people know about other options. The truth is abortion
isn’t the only option.
Emily Pike is a sophomore English and math student.

Madelyn
Kearns
Columnist
Everybody likes a little badness.
Who hasn’t at some point fallen
for a rebel, one of the brooding few
who wear trouble as brazenly as
their leather jackets, despite the disaster likely awaiting just beyond
the towering Mohawk and perpetual
scowl?
Such fictional images of badness
often direct us from the propensity
for real evil that clings to the human
race like a shadow. It is as though
willing the harmless mirage of the
“bad boy” to be the only darkness to
plague our nation would somehow
make it true.
If only these angst-ridden teenage
rebels were the worst of our worries.

Sometimes good people
do bad things, especially
in times of war. But no
killing, whoever it is,
should be met with a
laugh and a high five
It’s hard to accept an act of unspeakable callousness, such as the
U.S. Army Apache helicopter attack
footage in Baghdad, when the only
concept of American bad you’re accustomed to is one of watered-down
severity in tattered jeans and aviator
sunglasses.
That helicopter carried men as
identifiable as the motorcycle mavericks we love to idolize. They were
the “average Joe” U.S. citizens,
similar to our neighbors, friends and
family members. And these ordinary, supposedly good ol’ American
boys gunned down a group of Iraqi
civilians without the slightest hint of
discernable remorse or compassion.
The footage, leaked last Monday
by the Web site Wikileaks — known
for releasing classified and sensitive
U.S. documents to the public — depicts an attack from 2007 in which
American soldiers surveying an area
of Baghdad in a helicopter opened
fire on Iraqi citizens after seeing
what they thought was a weapon.
It was later discovered the first
weapon was actually a camera and

two of the victims were Reuters
photojournalists and not insurgents.
The second weapon identified by the
soldier would later be confirmed as
an RPG launcher.
The video, which has been shortened from 38 minutes to 17 minutes and uploaded to YouTube, has
drawn more criticism because of the
commentary made by the American
soldiers rather than the actual act itself.
“Look at those dead bastards,”
one of the helicopter pilots says
to his compatriots after killing 12
people and wounding two children.
In response, the other soldier replies
candidly, “Nice. Nice shooting.”
The image of the American
hero, the soldier fighting to protect
his nation and trained to exemplify
the United States to the rest of the
world, has been tarnished. Naturally,
the question of how these men could
be so unfeeling and detached arises
when trying to understand such
events.
Bret A. Moore, a former Army
psychologist, asserts that detachment allows for a more effective
method of dealing with war and the
killing other human beings.
“You don’t want combat soldiers
to be foolish or to jump the gun, but
their job is to destroy the enemy, and
one way they’re able to do that is to
see it as a game, so that the people
don’t seem real,” Moore told The
New York Times in an April 7 article.
Another job of the soldier, besides “destroying the enemy,” is to
portray the United States in a respectable fashion, even to those who
oppose. Whether the victims were
Iraqi insurgents or citizens, they did
not deserve to be treated as poorly as
they were.
These soldiers can blame Army
training for forcing them to detach
themselves from reality, but there
are some things you simply should
not allow. They should have known
better than to let things carry to the
point where the act of killing was
fun and enjoyable.
Sometimes good people do bad
things — truly terrible, atrocious
acts void of any fathomable reason
— especially in times of war. One
doesn’t know what they are capable
of doing until thrust into a similar
situation. In this case, though, it is
not the action so much as the reaction that should be judged.
I may have never fought in a war
or killed anyone, but I know the impact of loss. And no loss, whoever it
is, should be met with a laugh and a
high five. This act is far worse than
being bad, or even a rebel without a
cause. It is just plain evil.
Madelyn Kearns is a sophomore
mass communication student.

The Maine Campus
is seeking a new

Opinion Editor

for the 2010-2011 academic year. If interested,
please send a cover letter, résumé and three writing
samples to opinion@mainecampus.com and
eic@mainecampus.com by Friday, April 16.
Applicants need not be journalism students.
This is a salaried position.

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
Good Evil
Sheep Polyester
Pulitzer Prizes Supermarket tabloids
The Dark Knight M. Night Shyamalan
The skies The ground
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The Maine Campus

The Maine Campus is
graduating.
We need new staff for 2010-2011.
The Maine Campus is seeking next year’s news editor,
assistant news editor, features editor, opinion editor,
sports editor, assistant photo editor, production manager
and writers.
To apply, e-mail cover letter, résumé and at
least five writing samples — published works
preferred — to eic@mainecampus.com and
mshepherd@mainecampus.com.

Applicants are not required to be journalism
students, but must be enrolled at least part-time
at the University of Maine.
The positions are salaried.
The Maine Campus, the independent, student-run
newspaper at the University of Maine, has published
since 1875. It currently publishes twice-weekly
during the academic year
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Oronobody
on the Web:
Are you a
big creep?
Is looking at someone’s
Facebook photos creepy? How
about Googling them? I have
had this conversation with
multiple people and received
dubious answers. In the age of
too much
information, you
can’t help
but wonder:
Am I being
creepy, or
just plain
normal?
Oronobody
A quick
By Anya Rose
Google
search can
tell you where someone went
to high school, any newspaper articles they’ve appeared
in, academic awards they’ve
received, and for example,
whether they’ve written any
books — not that I’ve looked
up anyone I know, of course.
A glance at a Facebook
photo album can reveal certain
information about personality
as well. Does this person often
have scantily-clad girls hanging
off them? Were most of their
photos taken outdoors? Have
they left themselves tagged in
unflattering photos? Do you
recognize any of their favorite
quotations? But to look is to
admit that you’re interested,
and to mention that you know
any of this information is to
admit that you’ve looked. It’s
tricky.
The Internet is the ultimate
test in self-control — preventing yourself from looking at
what you have access to 24
hours a day is no small feat.
Throughout any given work
day, you may find it difficult
to withhold: watching hilarious video clips on YouTube;
signing too many anti-wolfhunting petitions; reading too
many articles from The Maine
Campus newspaper; looking
See Oronobody on B3

Student-composer leads jazz group The White Keys while tinkling on the ivory
MEC Staff

Most musicians can take the little black
notes on pages of sheet music and turn
them into a melody through an instrument
or singing, but few have the ability, motivation or patience to actually place the notes
on the pages themselves.
Erik Rae not only writes his own jazz
pieces — he started his own ensemble to
perform them.
In fall 2009, Rae, a 23-year-old senior
political science student from Brewer started
his jazz group, “The White Keys,” as a way
to showcase his work and jam with other
musicians who were interested in jazz.
“I called up the guys I wanted in the
group with promises of gigs and money; it’s
funny how money will help people’s decisions like that,” Rae said.
The six-person ensemble consists of a
rhythm section — Tom Bennett on drums,
Josh King on bass guitar and Rae on piano
— as well as a horn section — Ryan Boisclair on trumpet and Casey Benn on saxophone. Casie Poplaski is the Keys’ jazz
singer.
“It’s really nice to have [a singer],” Rae
said. “Anyone can claim to be a singer; it’s
really nice to find one that can back it up.”
Rae handpicked the group; no auditions
were required.
“All the people in the group are definitely the best in the area — even outside
the University of Maine — at what they do.
It was really easy to pick them; they’ve all
stood out in a huge way since they’ve been
at UMaine,” Rae said.
Boisclair, 20, agrees each member of the
Keys contributes in a positive way.
“Everyone is talented enough to the point
where no one has to be told what to do,”
Boisclair said. “Everyone’s input is good
constructive input and always helpful.”
Although The White Keys are primarily
a jazz ensemble, Rae said they play what
they want to play.
“Everything has a stiff jazz background,”
he said. “But to be inventive and original
we’ve played a lot of funk, lots of jazz and
fusion.”
Rae, who has been involved with music
since he learned to play the trombone in
middle school, taught himself how to play
the piano as a side project in 2005.
“I never really took lessons, not in jazz
or piano anyway,” Rae said. “It’s relatively
strange how I taught myself piano. I’d just
stumble my way through songs until I could

do it without thinking about it too hard.”
Rae said he used books that taught basic
jazz standards and often spent more than
six hours in front of a piano working out
chords — hours which he said “probably
should’ve been spent doing homework.”
Now, Rae could argue the long
hours have paid-off in ways homework never could. About a
year after he taught himself
piano, he began to experiment with writing
his own songs.
“I started seeing how the progres-

Diversity Film Series:
“Transamerica”
DPC 100
7 p.m.
“Hedwig and the Angry
Inch”
Bangor Opera House,
Bangor
7 p.m.
$15-$18, student rush
$10
Symphonic Band
Merrill Auditorium, Portland
7:30 p.m.

sions I was
learning
worked,”
Rae said.
“There isn’t
necessarily
a formula,
but there are
definitely patterns.”
Rae said the
amount of time it
takes him to write a piece varies with each one. Sometimes he will
write a chord progression over the course of
a few minutes, while other times it will take
him hours to find a direction to go in.
Many of the song titles Rae comes up
with have a lot to do with the circumstances
surrounding them. “The First Song,” “An
Evening in Orono” and “150 Proof Jazz
Waltz” may speak for themselves. “Mariah”
was named after his niece. “Narcissism”
proved to be an impossible piece that didn’t
quite work out and took almost three weeks
to write.
“I’m sure it’ll make a comeback,” Rae
said of “Narcissism.” “It’s not worth getting
upset over.”
“My favorite part of the process is sitting
at the piano with no ideas and a blank piece
of sheet music,” Rae said. “I think I’ve

Battle of the Bands
Memorial Union, Dining
Room
8 p.m.
Friday, April 16

written four [pieces] since
January, but then it was a
few months before that that
I had another one ready.”
Originally, Rae, a sergeant, began writing music
as a member of the Maine
Army National Guard Band
Jazz Combo.
“After a little while, I
started to realize that I was spending a ton
of time for a group that meets one weekend
a month, two weeks a year,” Rae said of his
army combo. He still writes for the combo,
and has also done work for the UMaine
marching band and pep band, but said he is
excited to work with a group he can practice
with on a daily basis.
Although he has the ability and knowledge to write music for all instruments, Rae
said sometimes the range of the charts he
writes is a bit too challenging. Most of the
songs involve hefty improvisation — especially for the trumpet and the saxophone
See Rae on B3

Delicious, disgusting

By Kegan Zema
MEC Staff

File photo

Three musicians melt faces at last year’s Battle of the Bands.

idea and Gerges, who is in the
same fraternity as Gerke, decided to put it into action.
The bands playing will be
Broken Roads, Most of Us Can
Stand, Two Days Later, Burn the
Clocks, Capture the Sun, Altertone and Chaos Sauce.
Judging for the competition
will be based on crowd involvement, and overall feel, according
to Swift. While the judges have
yet to be determined, Swift said
Director of Campus Activities
Gustavo Burkett may be on the
panel as along with students.
“We will probably end up
doing some sort of scream me-

go!
Thursday, April 15

College bands ready to do battle KFC Double Down:
On Thursday, seven bands
will try to shred their way to victory in this year’s Battle of the
Bands, hosted by the Sophomore
Owls. Keeping with tradition,
the show will feature the dual
stage set-up in the main dining
room of the Memorial Union
to ensure quick segues between
each band’s 20-minute set.
“Everything is going to be
really fluid this year,” said Matt
Swift, vice president of the
Sophomore Owls. “All of the
bands are just really excited to
play for the campus. None of
them even asked about what the
prize is.”
Swift said that around 15
bands signed up to play the
battle and the Sophomore Owls
decided which bands made the
initial cut. He said they wanted
the night to be pretty consistent,
without too much diversity in
the music, so that people would
not leave if a band they didn’t
like played.
“It’s not going to switch from
metal-core to acoustic stuff,”
Swift said. “The Owls met and
decided which music fit the
scene we were trying to create.”
According to Daniel Gerges,
president of the Sophomore
Owls, there will be a moment of
silence at the concert in honor
of the one year anniversary of
the passing of University of
Maine alumnus Andrew Gerke,
was vice president of the group
in 2005 and was in charge
of the Battle of the Bands.
“[The moment of silence] is
something we’re excited to do
because Andrew was such an incredible person,” Gerges said.
Gerges said the group’s advisor Steve Moran brought up the

Pirate Radio

mainecampus.com

In the mood for a melody
By Betsy Caron

DVD R e v i e w

ter where the crowd decides
who they like best,” Swift said.
“There are no set guidelines.”
Swift said he hopes to build
off the success of the haunted
house the Sophomore Owls put
on in the fall. He said he thought
the number of bands was kind
of small and that he originally
wanted to use a different venue
this year.
As always, the event will have
free pizza, soda and possibly ice
cream, according to Swift.
The Sophomore Owls Battle
of the Bands will take place at
7:30 p.m. in the main dining
room in the Memorial Union.

Gluttony has a new name
— the KFC Double Down. This
culinary spectacle, which hit the
streets April 12, is a deliciously
greasy treat
Food
that should be
Review
reveled in by all
fast food aficio- Kegan Zema
nados.
Here’s the deal, it’s a sandwich with no bun. Instead, the
Double Down is two pieces of
either fried or grilled chicken
gently cushioning a melty interior of pepper jack and Monterey Jack cheese, two pieces of
bacon and the Colonel’s tangy
sauce. As KFC claims, it’s “so
meaty there’s no room for a
bun.”
Opening the box on this masterpiece is like 10,000 Christmas mornings. Wrapped in a
thin sheet of paper to protect
one’s hands from the chicken’s
glistening exterior, the meaty
wonder is, by all means, a mess.
Cheese oozes out of the sides,
the sauce is drippy and the two
different sized pieces of chicken
don’t exactly make for cleanly
consumption.
But the taste is enough to
make even the obsessive compulsive grab a bunch of napkins
and hunker down for a Double
Down.
If the sandwich is one thing,
it’s salty, but it’s not overpowering. The fried chicken is moist
and warm and does surprisingly
well at its double duty, acting as
both bun and meat. The pepper
jack cheese adds just the right
amount of spice, though adding
a few dabs of the Colonel’s hot
sauce can certainly enhance the
experience. The Colonel’s sauce
is an overpowering tasty, but it’s

spread around throughout so as
to make every bite unique.
It is hard to taste the bacon, a
dominating flavor in most burgers and sandwiches. This may
suggest the cuts used were not
the best, although it’s unlikely
there would be any applewood
smoked bacon on a KFC creation.
While this ridiculous concoction seems to be serving as a testament to unhealthy living and
humankind’s carnivorous glory,
it would have been nice to see
some lettuce. Even a little iceberg lettuce crunch would have
complemented the mushiness
of the sandwich, and further
proved to skeptic audiences that
the Double Down is a sandwich
and not just an artery-clogging
meat glob.
For the health-conscious this
sandwich is a nightmare of the
most epic proportions, but the
Double Down’s “bark” (disgusting exterior) may be worse
than it’s “bite” (actual caloric
intake). As the Los Angeles
Times pointed out, with 540
calories and 32 grams of fat it’s
still a healthier choice compared
to Burger King’s Tendercrisp
chicken sandwich, which has
800 calories and 46 grams of fat.
The Double Down is not
recommended for routine consumption, but if you are looking
for a way to stick it to the man,
this sandwich is it. Truly a product of its time, this masterpiece
is a big middle finger to every
high class restaurant and health
food store. When VH1 does
its first episode of “I Love the
2010s,” rest assured the Double
Down will be soaking TVs
everywhere with grease.

Six Angry Inches and a
Pint: A Beet and Brats
Festival
Bangor Opera House
7 p.m.
$20
21 +
Kickin’ Flicks: “Youth In
Revolt”
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
7:30 and 10 p.m.
“Hedwig and the Angry
Inch”
Bangor Opera House,
Bangor
7 p.m.
$15-$18, student rush
$10
Saturday, April 17
Rally for Peace
On the Mall
12 to 5 p.m.
Taste of Asia
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
4 p.m.
“Hedwig and the Angry
Inch”
Bangor Opera House,
Bangor
7 p.m.
$15-$18, student rush
$10
Pendleton, Gronewold
Sly Recital
Minsky Recital Hall
7:30 p.m.
Sunday, April 18
Great Orono Bike Swap
Student Recreation and
Fitness Center
9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Mozart in Paris
Collins Center for the Arts
3 p.m.
$18 - $42
Roc the Dog
Music and free BBQ
The Mall
4:30 p.m.

A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.
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CD Review: Coheed and Cambria DVD Review: ‘Pirate Radio’
‘Year of the Black Rainbow’ proves they can’t make bad music Music is the star in this laughable, laid-back period piece
By Mario Moretto
MEC Staff

The beginning has finally
come for Coheed and Cambria.
Eight years after the band
kicked off its “Amory Wars”
series of concept albums and
accompanying comic series
with “Second Stage Turbine
Blade,” the band’s sonic
storyline is finally complete
after Tuesday’s release of its
prequel album, “Year of the
Black Rainbow.”
If that last paragraph meant
absolutely nothing to you,
don’t worry. One of the perks
with a band like Coheed and
Cambria — and there are few
bands like them — is that you
don’t need to understand the
sci-fi epic that is the Amory
Wars to know they rock in a
way few other bands do.
The unfortunate thing
about Coheed’s je ne sais
quoi is it doesn’t grab you
right away. The first time I
listened to “Year of the Black
Rainbow,” I told my friends
the album was a solid mix of
mediocre and awesome. Both
“The Broken” and “Here We
Are Juggernaut,” the album’s
singles, perfectly demonstrated
everything great about Coheed
and Cambria: the frolicking
basslines, the prog-a-riffic guitar tracks and Claudio Sanchez’s ethereal vocal melodies.
The rest sort of fell flat.
But, being the super-fan I
am and remembering similar
experiences with the great departure that was “Good Apollo
I,” I gave the album a couple
more shots. After about three
full play-throughs, I couldn’t
stop hitting “repeat all” on
iTunes.
In many respects, “Year of
the Black Rainbow” is a sort
of homecoming for Coheed
and Cambria. The band’s
release of “Good Apollo, I’m
Burning Star IV, Volume One:
From Fear Through the Eyes
of Madness” in 2005 marked
a departure from the pop-punk
roots that made the band a

Universal Pictures
Columbia
favorite on Warped Tour and
propelled them to fame on the
backs of their first two albums.
That heavier, weirder side
carried them through their last
two albums.
But “Year of the Black
Rainbow” has very little of
the progressive rock feel of
the “Good Apollo” albums; if
anything, it is a push back to
the glory that was “In Keeping
Secrets of Silent Earth,” the
album that popelled Coheed
over the edge into mainstream
success.
Aside from the two singles,
for which much ink has
already been spilled, the best
track on the album has got
to be “World of Lines.” The
track’s chorus is so catchy I
found myself singing along
before I even knew the words.
It didn’t matter that I was faking it; the song just demanded
audience participation.
The track getting a whole
lot of attention in the fanverse
is “Far.” All of Coheed’s albums have at least one balladesque track, and this is it for
“Year of the Black Rainbow.”
The song is melancholy without being too over-the-top. Ac-

cording to the DVD that came
with the album, drummer
Chris Pennie experimented
with a drumkit made of trashcans, and this song sounds like
it features the garbage-kit. It’s
interesting, but not particularly
compelling, and may be the
weakest track on the otherwise
stellar album.
It bears mention the album
was co-produced by Joe
Baressi and Atticus Ross.
Normally I wouldn’t mention
production in a review, but
Ross also produced Nine Inch
Nails’ “With Teeth” and “Year
Zero,” and his contribution
to the album’s overall soundscape is evident in the gritty,
grimy feel of a good chunk of
the album’s tracks. The distortion level leaves the music
sounding outright sludgy at
times — new territory for
Coheed and Cambria —and
I can’t help but think it’s all
thanks to Ross.
Regardless of who deserves
ultimate praise for the album,
“Year of the Black Rainbow”
is a solid release from a band
that doesn’t know how to put
out anything but good music.
Grade: B+

By John Shannon
MEC Staff

It’s 1966 and the young
people of Great Britain are less
than happy with their radio options — almost all talk and news.
Filling the need for something
new and vibrant are several
offshore pirate radio stations.
The most infamous of which is
“Radio Rock,” a 24/7 rock ‘n’
roll operation that saturates the
airwaves from a ship anchored in
international waters and boasts a
listening audience north of more
than 20 million. Life aboard the
ship is all sex, drugs and rock ‘n’
roll. On land however, cabinet
member Sir Alistair Dormandy,
played by Kenneth Branagh,
announces his determination to
shut down Radio Rock.
For the most part, “Pirate Radio” is a series of barely connected vignettes about life aboard the
ship during a time when social
views of the government were
at odds with those of its younger
citizens. As Dormandy seeks
to stifle Radio Rock, the film
presents a cross-section of Brits
enjoying the music in different
settings. Some of these episodes
work, but others exhibit forced
comedy that doesn’t connect
as strongly. The best comedic
elements derive from Kenneth

Branagh’s satire of ’60s stuffed
shirt politicians as he portrays
Dormandy. At times, it’s as if
he’s channeling John Cleese.
Films with large ensemble
casts rarely afford opportunities
for individual standout performances, and this is no exception.
Bill Nighy as Quentin is amusing
but hardly reaches the height he
scaled for his small role in “Love
Actually.” Philip Seymour Hoffman as The Count is good as
always. Tom Sturridge, the closest “Pirate Radio” has to a lead
character, is unfortunately a little
on the limp side in his portrayal
of Little Carl. The characters are
mostly likable, but none of them
exhibit much depth.
Ultimately, however, “Pirate
Radio” is more about the music
than it is about anything else.
Hardly a scene goes by without
at least one classic rock song being played. There are reportedly
about 60 songs in the movie,
with artists ranging as far and
wide as Dusty Springfield, Herb
Alpert, Cream, The Who, Cat
Stevens, The Beach Boys and
The Moody Blues. Without such
a rich, diverse soundtrack, there’s
little doubt “Pirate Radio” would
have been considerably less
endearing and enjoyable. Of
the features on director Richard
Curtis’ resume — the bizarre

“Bridget Jones’ Diary” and the
superb “Love Actually” — this
certainly has the least substance.
“Pump Up The Volume” is
the closest cinematic cousin
this film has. That film also
deals with issues of censorship
and free speech over the public
airwaves and does a far better
job of it. It sets up a radio pirate
as the champion of a group of
individuals whose voices and
opinions are often ignored by
those in power, but also delivers
rounded characters and compelling plot points. For those looking for substance, rent “Pump,”
but if light entertainment is more
your style, “Pirate Radio” will
suffice.
The music is great, the comedy provides occasional laughs
and there’s nothing fundamentally wrong with the movie. Light
and breezy and aiming low, it
represents a respectable diversion. It doesn’t seek to re-invent
the wheel; it just wants to roll it
around a bit.
Easy viewing for a tough time
of year for us college students,
“Pirate Radio” is the perfect
thing to put on in the background
while studying for finals and
completing term papers — good
music, a few laughs and easy to
drift in and out of.
Grade: B

Family bluegrass band Cherryholmes are a hootin’ good time
By Kaley Roberts
and Kegan Zema
MEC Staff

When most people think of family
bands, images come to mind of “The
Partridge Family” cast in red velvet
vests and bell-bottoms. Cherryholmes,
with their down-home shirt and jeans
attire and stomp-inducing bluegrass
jams, blow such imagery to pieces.
Music has always been a family
affair for the band. Jere and Sandy
Cherryholmes formed the band with
their children Cia, BJ, Skip and Molly
after going to a bluegrass concert in an
attempt to lift spirits after their eldest
daughter passed away. As the kids have
grown, so has the music, and this tour
de force in the genre headed straight
for the Collins Center for the Arts on
Friday.
The show started off with an explosion of sound, with the band walking onto the stage, picking up their
instruments and going straight into a
fast-paced tune that heavily featured
Cia on both banjo and vocals.
Father and upright bass player Jere

acted as master of ceremonies for the
night, greeting the crowd with, “Well
howdy,” and encouraging everyone to
let loose and get into the music, even
though he recognized that the CCA
was a “swanky theater.”
“If you didn’t come here to have
fun, you might be in the wrong place,”
Jere joked between songs.
Most of the set was filled with the
speedy fiddle and banjo sounds that are
expected from bluegrass, and it was a
shame the concert took place in a formal indoor theater and not in a venue
where concertgoers could feel free to
clap, stomp, and “yeehaw” along with
the music.
Cherryholmes sprinkled some dark
and soulful tracks through the performance.
All of the members took part in
most songs, but the night’s show
seemed to be all about the kids. The
parents stayed in the background, other
than the few songs where Sandy provided lead vocals — while their sons
and daughters entertained the audience.
“Weaver of Lies,” a track described
by the band as something you could

hear being played on a front porch, was
one such departure from the full-band
songs. Featuring Cia on banjo, Molly
on guitar and both on vocals, “Weaver
of Lies” was unhurried and mournful.
This tune stood out because it was so
startlingly different from the rest of the
show.
The band is currently touring to
support their fourth studio album
“Cherryholmes IV, Common Threads.”
Named after a track written by youngest daughter Molly, “IV” highlights a
new direction for the family, and they
used their University of Maine appearance as an opportunity to showcase
some of their newest music.
Cherryholmes won the 2005
International Bluegrass Music Association Award for Entertainer of the Year,
received four Grammy nominations
and played at last year’s Bonnaroo
Music and Arts Festival. The band’s
upbeat, stomp-your-feet bluegrass vibe
is infectious. Their harmonies are thick
and rich and they breathe new life into
traditional instrumentation.
According to the band’s biography,
all six band members pull their creative

Courtesy photo
ideas together. Their live shows typically
include twin fiddles, Irish step dancing,
classic country yodeling, old-time clawhammer banjo and some soulful gospel
singing in addition to their dynamic
bluegrass.
Their new single “Live It” has a

contemporary pop music feel. Singer
and banjo player Cia sings heartwarming lyrics over sparse layers of acoustic
instruments. The harmonies and rhythms
are true bluegrass, but the song could
easily rival Taylor Swift on the pop and
country charts.
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Chambray and denim: a lightweight option for this spring
Hot new fashions are great for both sexes, but beware — denim-on-denim combo can be a recipe for fashion disaster
It’s not too often a trend can
be shared by men and women.
So when a
fad takes
over the
fashion
world for
both sexes,
you know
Trend Watch
it’s big.
By Macey Hall
Denim is
back in a
big way, and
it’s time to embrace this trend.
Shirts, pants, jackets — it’s
all back — even though jeans
never really left.
Chambray, a lightweight
cotton cloth, is the most popular
denim like fabric this spring. It

is a closely woven, firm fabric
with a glossy surface — think
lightweight denim, in a medium
wash. The men’s chambray
shirt has been around for a long
time, but this year the women’s
version has emerged in popularity. For women, the chambray
shirt kills two trend birds with
one stone. It plays on the baggy,
boyfriend shirt trend, and the
denim trend.
A chambray shirt works
best with khakis; a fun, patterned mini chino or cotton
skirt; or black jeans. For both
sexes, chambray should never
be paired with denim. On both
women and men, the chambray
shirt can be worn buttoned up,

open or over another shirt, like
around the bottom and are not
a tank or v-neck. Men look styl- super-short, meaning they can
ish and retro at the same time
be worn on more formal occawhen wearing chambray. David sions. A great thing about chamBowie sang
bray is that it
about the
goes with any
shirt in his
color, meanChambray, a light1967 song
ing that the
weight cotton cloth, is
“Come and
possibilities
Buy Me
the most popular denim- are endless.
Toys.”
Graphic
like fabric this spring.
Chamtees, satin
bray skirts
and cotton
are an
tank tops and
upgraded
long-sleeved
version of the outdated denim
shirts all pair nicely with the
mini. Chambray skirts are
chambray skirt. J.Crew stores
dressier, classier and all around
carry the best version I’ve seen,
more stylish. Unlike denim
but I’ve heard Old Navy has a
minis, they don’t have a fray
nice version as well. Chambray

dresses are also great for warm
weather. They typically look
best free of embellishment, but
ruffles are OK. The chambray
dress is an unusual twist to the
day dress, switching up the
monotony of cotton.
For nonchambray denim,
other types of demin are in style
this spring as well. Traditional
denim shirts are still an option.
For men, any wash works, but
avoid pairing a denim shirt with
jeans. I think the shirt looks best
worn open over a v-neck. For
women, the denim shirt works
best in light washes and buttoned. Reese Witherspoon was
recently photographed in a light
wash denim shirt and jeans,

and looked fab. However, the
people who can pull that off are
few and far between.
Denim shorts are a tough
area. I know they have a cult
following, so I’ll be careful.
Extremely short, cut-off jean
shorts with pockets showing,
can appear juvenile and sloppy.
A better option is shorts with
a cuffed bottom. Even if they
are as short as the cut-off ones,
they look far more refined and
mature. How cute did Lauren
Conrad look on the cover of
this month’s Glamour in hers?
Denim jackets are also a great
cover-up for warm temperatures, and go great with sundresses and black jeans.

Oronobody

living, and where they are looking may say something about
their future intentions. Can the
same be done for Facebook
photos? In one particularly
unflattering photo, the man
who showed interest in me was
standing in the background,
holding a beer and ogling a
woman with lots of cleavage. I
never called him back.
I made a rule for myself
a while ago — no Googling
people you know. I haven’t
quite adapted it to Facebook
yet, so I’m open to suggestions.
I thought this rule would save
me from feeling creepy and
might provide me with more
opportunities for conversation
in person. But in many ways,
that’s not how it’s worked.
Sometimes, snippets of
information can lead you to ask
good questions of the person. A
friend of mine once handled it
beautifully.
“Facebook tells me you’re
in grad school,” he said, “But

what exactly are you studying?” It was perfect. He admitted he had looked, but hadn’t
looked too carefully, and it
segued into a nice conversation.
But the rule has also backfired on me. I was out on what
some people might have called
a date, but what I called a “casual chat at a local pizza place.”
We chatted. Casually. Then
it came out that I had no idea
who he was and he thought of
himself as semi-famous. No, I
explained, I had not Googled
him because I had this rule. I
think it was a blow to his ego.
This time, he was the one who
didn’t call back.
So how do you prevent
yourself from insulting someone via looking or not looking
them up online? The rule has
morphed a bit and will probably change again soon, but
here it is: Looking is not creepy
— and may even be flattering
— as long as you admit it to the
person.

They’ve branched out from the
restaurant scene to play for an
after-school program for younger children at a middle school
in Northern Maine. In January,
they played their first show at
UMaine in Minsky Recital Hall.
“I wish I still got nervous for
gigs and concerts,” Rae said.
“After a thousand concerts over
the years, you get used to sitting
in front of a captive audience.
The best part of the job is seeing
a response from the crowd.”
Rae said he would like to
pursue a master’s degree in music after he receives his political
science degree, but is worried
the university’s music department will not be around much
longer.
“It’s looking like the university is relatively unconcerned
with this sort of career path,”
Rae said. “There’s so much to
learn and so many opportunities with music. It’s a real shame
they’ve even considered such a
direction. You can really tell the

intellectual impotency of those
making our decisions.”
Because of the university’s
recent proposition to cut the music performance and master’s
programs, Rae said there is less
incentive to associate The White
Keys with the school.
“The thing that the university’s ‘higher-ups’ don’t understand is that we pay a lot of
money to play in some of the
groups we’re in,” he said. “It’s a
class and a learning experience
for a career path. It’s not for fun;
it’s real work. It’s very disconcerting to see that this type of
work is being overlooked.”
For now, though, Rae enjoys
jamming with his group “for no
other reason than it’s fun to do.”
He said although it is often hard
to coordinate schedules for practice time, he has a blast.
“I’m not the easiest guy to
work for,” Rae said. “But we
get over it. We’re all here for the
music. Everything else kind of
falls into place.”

from Page B1

at people’s Facebook photos
way too much, and Googling
people you really shouldn’t be
Googling.
For the single person, the Internet can be especially treacherous. There was a guy who
was interested in me once, and
then I looked at his Facebook
photos. The whole situation
reminds me of being a kid, and
going to the art museum with
my mom, who knew all about
art history.
“Do you see how the Bishop’s feet are standing outside
of the circle?” she’d say. “The
artist was trying to show that he
was an outsider in his society.”
Every painting is rife with
opportunities for interpretation.
Someone’s position in the room
can show their place in society,
the instruments they are holding indicate what they do for a

Rae
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— and he has to trust his fellow
musicians to pull through.
“I don’t play trumpet, and I
don’t play saxophone. It’s easy
for me to write a few notes on
a page and expect them to play
what I wrote, but sometimes it’s
just impossible,” he said.
Boisclair said the ensemble
gives him the opportunity to
experiment with his trumpet improvisation skills.
“The group gives me a
chance to try new things with
improvised soloing,” Boisclair
said. “There is so much more
time to make up things, change
tunes and alter playing styles
with a group like this.”
The White Keys have performed gigs in various locations
throughout the Bangor area,
including Paddy Murphy’s and
the Muddy Rudder as well as an
open mic night at Woodman’s.

Maine. The Beach. And School.

ABOUT IT.
A step ahead.

Earn up to 18 credits this summer. Get ahead on
your academics to graduate early or focus on a
challenging course while still enjoying the warm
days of summer and the beach! With our flexible
schedule, Portland campus, and online courses,
adding classes to your lifestyle is easy! Plus it’s
simple to transfer USM credits to other schools
and universities. Interested in finding out more?
Give us a call at (207) 780-5617 or go online
USM.MAINE.EDU/SUMMER.
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Diversions
Cat and Girl

Crossword Puzzle

Dinosaur Comics

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

By Dorothy Gambrell

By Ryan North

Answer key in sports
Across
1- Story;
5- Slammin’ Sammy;
9- Challenges;
14- Horne solo;
15- Damage, so to
speak;
16- Cancel;
17- Optical device;
18- Choir member;
19- Strongly fragrant
sage;
20- Experience;
22- Curt;
23- Genre;
24- Ungainly;
28- Schizophrenic
reasoning?;
34- Ski lodge;
38- Best;
39- Audacity;
40- Monetary unit of
Saudi Arabia;
41- Exclamation of

triumph;
43- Dash;
44- Albanian coin;
47- Easily wrinkled;
48- Skillful;
51- Brightly colored
lizard;
52- Palm fruits;
57- Relaxed;
61- Black and white;
63- Lieu;
64- Franklin D.’s
mother;
66- Sea eagle;
67- Fend (off);
68- Heroic;
69- Gulf War missile;
70- Like Cheerios;
71- With the bow, in
music;
72- “Is ___ it?”;
Down
1- Anklebone;

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

World Currencies
AFGHANI
ARIAYRY
BAHT
BALBOA
BIRR
BOLIVAR
BOLIVIANO
COLON
DALASI
DENAR
DINAR
DIRHAM
DOLLAR
DRAM
ESCUDO
EURO
FORINT
FRANC
GOLD CORDOBA
GOURDE
GUARANI
GUILDER
HRYVNIA
KINA
KORUNA
KRONA
KRONE
KROON
KUNA
KWACHA
KWANZA
KYAT
LEMPIRA
LEONE
LILANGENI
LIRA
LITAS
LOTI

MANAT
METICAL
NAIRA
NAKFA
NEW CEDI
NEW DONG
NEW KIP
NEW SHEKEL
NGULTRUM
OUGUIYA
PATACA
PESO
POUND
PULA
QUETZAL
RAND
REAL
RIAL
RINGGIT
RIYAL
RUBLE
RUFIYAA
RUPEE
RUPIAH
SHILLING
SOM
SUCRE
SYLI
TAKA
TALA
TENGE
TOLAR
VATU
WON
YEN
YUAN RENMINBI
ZLOTY

Word Search

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca
Find and circle all of the world currencies that
are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell a secret message - a
John Paul Getty quotation.

34- Masticate;
35- Circle of light often
seen around the
head of saints;
36- Banned apple spray;
37- Slender;
42- Hives;
45- Bambi’s aunt;
46- Dutch carrier;
49- Infuriate;
50- Medical;
53- Bikini blast;
54- Burn down;
55- Affectation of
sophisticates;
56- Sows;
57- Canadian gas brand;
58- ___ boy!;
59- Chair;
60- Icicle site;
62- Baylor’s city;
64- Large body of
water;
65- Spring mo.;

Aries - March 21 to April 20 - Because you want to earn more,
you may neglect your loved one, which may lead to a quarrel. Think
twice before making a major decision. There has to be a way for you to
make money and have a life at the same time.

• • • • Horoscopes • • • •

• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.

2- Ain’t right?;
3- Jitterbug dance;
4- Art supporter;
5- Heroin, slangily;
6- Study of eggs;
7- Concorde, e.g.;
8- From ___ Z;
9- Finger;
10- Competent;
11- Laugh loudly;
12- Goes astray;
13- Eye sore;
21- Drive away;
25- Perform in a play;
26- “Tommy” band;
27- Currency unit of
the Soviet Union;
29- “Hogan’s Heroes”
setting;
30- Barbarous person;
31- Greek goddess of
the earth;
32- Sorts;
33- Pottery material;

Taurus - April 21 to May 20 - You may have to leave on an
unexpected trip for a family interest. Don’t hesitate — you could have
the chance to learn useful business information. You are advised to take
advantage of this favorable time.
Gemini - May 21 to June 21 - Unexpected events may occur
that will bring about favorable changes for you. You want to succeed
and are working hard for it. That success is within your grasp.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - A business trip will bring excellent
results. You should avoid hot arguments. You will manage to get the
money you need in order to finish something you started a long time
ago at home. Avoid any speculation today.
Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - You may encounter difficulties in both
the romantic and financial departments. Keep calm and don’t make
hasty decisions. You can rely on your friends’ advice.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 - Unexpected events may occur before
noon, which will make you reschedule everything you had planned for
today. You may have to leave on a business trip, which is likely to upset
your loved one.
Libra - Sept. 23 to Oct. 23 - This morning, you will feel enthusiastic and determined. Avoid getting into controversies. In the afternoon, you will get along well with younger people. Avoid making
promises you are not sure you can keep.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - A close friend may become angry with you because you haven’t paid a debt in time. You are advised
to stay calm and focus on your priorities. An older relative will offer
timely support.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - You will manage to stand out
in society and partnerships will go smoothly. You are keen to succeed
and are determined. You will manage to close a long-term, profitable
deal. Try not to criticize your loved one so often.
Capricorn - Dec. 22 to Jan. 20 - You will be inspired this morning. You should put your ideas to good use at work and in business.
Your love life can be good, provided you refrain from making unfair
reproaches to your loved one.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - In the morning, you may not
be in a good mood and could behave unfairly toward your loved one.
Control yourself or you’ll start a fight. Your mind will be brilliant today
— use it.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - Being enthusiastic at work may
get on somebody’s nerves. You may have an argument with your loved
one because you seem to be too career-focused. Try to sort out all misunderstandings calmly.
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Chris Bernard delivers a pitch at a home game April 7 against Thomas College. The Black Bears won the game 20-0 and took two out
of three games at Albany this past weekend.

Baseball

from Page B8
The pitching staff is led by a
pair of freshmen, Jeffrey Gibbs
and Steve Perakslis. Gibbs has
assumed the top role for the
Black Bears, leading the conference in wins (4), innings pitched
(46) and strikeouts (46). The
Toronto, Ontario native, who
owns a victory over the University of North Carolina, has been
dominant in his last three starts,
allowing only four runs in over
17 innings.
“Our young guys, Gibbs and

Perakslis, have lightning arms,
particularly Gibbs,” Trimper
said. “Each one has a chance
each week and dominate a
team.”
Filling out the rotation are
right-handers A.J. Bazdanes and
Matt Jebb, with the bullpen led
by Keith Bilodeau, Justin Latta,
Barry Kieffer and Myckie Lugbauer.
With depth and the addition
of former ace Joe Miller who is
slated to return to action from
Tommy John surgery in the
coming weeks, Trimper likes his
team’s chances heading into the
conference tourney next month.

Peace Corps at UMaine
Attend an Information Session

Thursday, April 22
1PM to 2PM
6:30 PM
Totman Room
Totman Room
Memorial Union Memorial Union

Life is calling. How far will you go?

Peace Corps
www.peacecorps.gov

800.424.8580

“We have depth, and when
we get to the end of the season,
guys are going to be a little bit
more rested,” he said. “It’s impossible to win a tournament
with three pitchers because they
aren’t going to throw three complete games.”
Scheduling national powers
such as UNC and Oregon State
has helped the Black Bears as
they prepared for conference
play.
“We scheduled extremely
tough this year and I think it’s
paid off dividends,” Trimper
said. “I think that got us ready
for seeing pitching at our con-

ference level. Oregon State is
the best pitching staff I’ve ever
seen. They have a major league
staff.”
With a target on their backs
as the top team, the Black Bears
don’t see any pressure with that
role.
“Everybody’s pretty loose,”
Mercurio said. “I think it gave
us more firepower. Everybody’s
more excited. Last year we were
picked to finish third and my
first year here we were picked
to finish third. Finally, all the
work that we’ve put in here has
finally shown. It kind of gave us
that killer instinct too.”

AFC East

three AFC East contenders
are all playoff-worthy teams,
but it will be very hard for all
three to sneak into the playoffs
considering each team plays
their division rival twice each
year.
The Jets will make the
playoffs and be a big-time
Super Bowl threat unless
Cromartie continues making children, Holmes fizzles
out and heads to a nightclub
with a gun in his pocket and
Sanchez doesn’t continue his
development in his second
season. New England will
either win the division or snag
a wildcard spot because they
have Brady and will upgrade
in the draft. Miami looks
like the odd man out, but if
Marshall can keep his issues
off the gridiron, the outcome
could be different.

from Page B8

a year under his belt, and
with Marshall they fill a huge
need of a playmaker on the
outside. If Ronnie Brown can
stay healthy, which is always
a question, they will have a
great backfield. Defensively,
this unit struggled at times last
season, but with the addition
of Dansby, that shores up the
linebacking corps. With the
No. 12 pick in the draft, they
can get defensive line help
with hopes of filling that hole.
The Bills aren’t really
relevant in this league, so
they will not be contending
this season or in the upcoming years unless they hit the
jackpot in the draft and free
agency. With that said, the

Upcoming Games
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Saturday, April 17
Track and Field
at Holy Cross College in Worcester, Mass.
11 a.m.
Men’s Track and Field
LSU Alumni Gold in Baton Rouge, LA.
TBA
Baseball
at Binghamton University in Vestal, N.Y.
(DH)
Noon
Softball
at University as Albany in Albany, N.Y.
11 a.m.

Sunday, April 18
Softball
at University at Albany in Albany, N.Y.
11 a.m.
Baseball
at Binghamton University in Vestal, N.Y.
(DH)
Noon

Tuesday, April 20
Baseball
vs. Bates College in Orono
5 p.m.

2010 UMaine Baseball
Who: University of Maine
(17-14 overall, 2-1 America
East) at Binghamton University (10-15, 2-1)
When: Saturday, April
17 at 12 p.m. (DH), Sunday,
April 18 at 12 p.m. (DH)
Last meeting: May 9, 2009 – UMaine 11-2, 2-0; May 10,
2009 – Binghamton 4-3, 4-0
Where: Varsity Field, Vestal, N.Y.
Probable starting pitchers
Game 1: RHP Steve Perakslis, Fr. (2-3, 5.82 ERA, 41 K)
Game 2: RHP A.J. Bazdanes, So. (3-3, 4.93 ERA, 41 K)
Game 3: RHP Jeffrey Gibbs, Fr. (4-2, 4.30 ERA, 49 K)
Game 4: RHP Matt Jebb, Jr. (1-3, 6.21 ERA, 18 K)
Top hitters
OF Taylor Lewis, So. (.417, 4 HR, 35 RBI, 16 SB)
C Joe Mercurio, Sr. (.358, 6 HR, 30 RBI)
1B/OF Joey Martin, Jr. (.345, 1 HR, 25 RBI)
OF Ian Leisenheimer, So. (.298, 5 HR, 25 RBI)
Outlook: Both teams are coming off the first weekend of
America East play and sit at 2-1. After falling in Saturday’s game
to Albany, UMaine rebounded for a doubleheader sweep on Sunday. Binghamton, the defending league champion, took two out
of three from Stony Brook University this past weekend. These
two teams will only meet during this series in the regular season with the new league setup. America East is broken up into
two three-team divisions. Division members play one another for
two three-game sets with each team hosting a series. Teams play
members of the other division in a single four-game series, with
an alternating host each season.

Crossword
Solution
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Van Gundy remarks make him a punching bag
With LeBron James tearing up the
NBA again this season and the Cleveland Cavaliers
with the best
record in the
league, Orlando
Magic coach Stan
Van Gundy took a
shot at James last
week, saying the
MVP award was
“his to lose” and
Michael Pare
that the media has
already decided
each season that LeBron will be the
MVP.
If Van Gundy were to give an indepth analysis of the situation, this is
probably how it would go:
Moderator: “Anybody who doesn’t
think LeBron James deserves the
NBA’s Most Valuable Player award this
year, raise your hand. Nobody? Oh,
wait. Whose chubby paw is that in the
back? Why, it’s Stan Van Gundy, coach
of the Orlando Magic. Why don’t you
come up here, Stan, and tell us what

Lewis
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seeing what [Cather] did, what
he did up at bat -- every day I
was asking him questions.”
This season, Lewis got off
to a scorching start during
UMaine’s spring trip to Florida
and has since kept up his torrid
streak. In the conference-opening series at Albany this past
weekend, Lewis had a streak
where he had eight straight hits.
“Baseball’s all about confidence,” he said. “Going up there
knowing that whatever they
pitch – if they pitch around you,
you’re not swinging, and if they
make a mistake, you’re going to
hit it where it is. I have that confidence and I had it in Albany.”
While it has been a pleasant
surprise for the coaching staff
to see Lewis emerge after the
Black Bears lost three of their
top hitters to graduation, Trimper believes he is just scratching
the surface of his potential.
“We recruited him and went
really hard after him knowing that he was a raw baseball
player. He’s a football player,”
Trimper said of the 6-foot,
200-pound Lewis. “He can
run through the walls and he
could play for three-quarters of
the schools in the country. He
chose baseball because, once
he learned to play, he could be
a superstar.”
The football mentality has
also helped Lewis deal with the
day-to-day grind and 50-plus

you think, since nobody else in the
country seems to share your opinion.”
Van Gundy: “Oh. Yes, honored. I so
rarely get a chance to speak my mind
this is such an opportunity for a guy
like me.”
Moderator: “Well, the floor is yours,
Stan, and might I add that your moustache makes you look extra ‘walrusy’ in
person.”
Van Gundy: “Well, you know they
say walruses have the biggest…nevermind. I came here to talk about this
LeBron James fellow. Now, I know
there are a lot of suckers out there who
are at the mercy of what these crooked
media types are telling you, and I’m
here to say that Papa Stan’s got your
back. They’ll tell you LeBron James is
‘the best player in the world,’ ‘the king,’
the ‘chosen one,’ and it’s all supposed
to make you feel warm and mushy inside, but it’s all a conspiracy! A conspiracy against me, against the rest of the
league and, most importantly, against
you! They poison you into believing all
their spoon-fed propaganda and then

game college schedule.
“You go out some days where
you’re sore and I’ve had plenty
of those days,” he said. “Coming from a football background,
you learn to play with little injuries.”
Trimper credits Lewis for
waiting for his chance in the
lineup and a strong summer
performance for the Forest
City (N.C.) Owls of the Coastal
Plains League.
“I think Taylor was patient
with that process and played
in a good summer league last
year,” Trimper said.
As a first-year starter, Lewis
has exceeded many expectations, but has not surprised himself.
“You always go into the
season expecting to do great
things,” Lewis said. “I hope that
I keep on putting up these numbers and helping out my team
especially.”
Trimper compares his current
star to former Black Bear standout Joe Hough and believes
Lewis has the “tools to play at
the next level.”
This summer, Lewis is slated
to play for the Amsterdam Mohawks of the New York Collegiate Baseball League, where
shortstop Tony Patane played
last summer.
For Lewis, this summer
could be the last time he plays
in a collegiate summer league,
as he is draft-eligible in 2011.
Right now though, Lewis and
the Black Bears are focused on
winning the America East title.

when freethinkers like me try to lift the
curtain, they look like quacks! Hot dog,
I’m fired up!”
Moderator: “You certainly are, Mr.
Van Gundy. You’re sweating like it’s
the fourth quarter of an NBA Finals
game. But do you care to tell us what
exactly this conspiracy is?”
Van Gundy: “Hooey! I thought
you’d never ask. We Van Gundy Boys
are famous for our perspiration. All
right, the conspiracy is to get you,
the innocent basketball consumer, to
buy into this malarkey that the Most
Valuable Player award is James’ to
lose every season. Now, let me tell you
something: I live in Miami — that’s
gator country, guys. And if one of them
critters gets into your swimming pool,
it’s not his to lose. You’ve gotta get in
there and fight tooth and nail to win
it. The media, what they want to do is
put up a ‘Don’t disturb the gators’ sign
right by my swimming pool. Too bad
for them Stan’s not gonna roll over so
easily!
Moderator: “Interesting analogy,

Mr. Van Gundy. So are you saying you
don’t believe LeBron James should
be the favorite to win the MVP award
every season?”
Van Gundy: “Absolutely not!
We don’t live in a monarchical
society. There is no room in this
country for a King James. How about
we elect as ‘president’ Dwight Howard and maybe, if LeBron is lucky, he
can be in his cabinet. Howard does
everything, from dunking and blocking
shots to rebounding and dunking. This
is a kid that has a huge impact on the
defensive end of the floor, and nobody
gives a hoot because you’re too busy
tee-heeing over LeBron’s newest shoe
commercial.”
Moderator: “I do have to admit
those puppets are pretty silly, but aren’t
you overlooking all the peripheral
skills that LeBron brings to the table,
aside from being a scoring and product-endorsing machine? He is, after all,
averaging 8.6 assists and 7.3 rebounds
in addition to his 29.7 points per game
and 50 percent shooting from the field.”

Van Gundy: “Fabricated fantasy
sports tomfoolery! He’s just a jack-ofall-trades and master of none. Dwight
Howard is a master of two! Count
‘em — two. Ain’t nobody within
a country mile of my boy in either
blocks or rebounds, and here’s LeBron
James sweating just to try and keep
up with Kevin Durant in points and
rebounds. That kid just started drinking six months ago! And then they say
he’s supposed to be a facilitator of the
offense, but he can’t even crack the
top five in assists behind bite-sized
pipsqueaks like Steve Nash and Jason
Kidd. The whole thing is just hysterical!”
Moderator: “So, Mr. Van Gundy,
you are saying that even though LeBron
James scores and rebounds as well as
Kevin Durant, and distributes as well as
the top five point guards in the league,
his accomplishments are inferior to
Dwight Howards because he can’t run
away with the lead in those statistical
categories? Maybe you should sit down
and stop talking for a while.”

American Hall, Moroccan Goumri
to battle Kenyans for Boston crown
By Steven McCarthy
MEC Staff

Ryan Hall declared his intention to challenge the American marathon record in
Chicago in October, but a recent Runner’s
World video interview suggests next Monday’s Boston Marathon could be a banner
day as well for the 27-year-old.
The challenging Boston course will not
yield eye-popping times, so Hall’s only
concern is with the position he will take off
the final turn onto Boylston Street. Hall has
yet to win one of the five Marathon Majors
(Boston, New York City, London, Berlin,
Chicago) in four tries. His highest placing
in the series came in last year’s edition of
Boston, where he took third.
“I definitely feel like I’ve learned a lot
in marathoning,” Hall said an the interview,
which accompanied an April 12 Marathon
News Q-and-A. “I feel like it’s kind of, like,
my time now to step up. I feel prepared to
win a major marathon now.”
Hall has laid low since his final tuneup race for Boston in January -- a 1:04:08
half marathon in Arizona -- splitting time
between his home in Mammoth Lakes, Calif., and Boston, gaining familiarity with
the puzzling route. Matured by the learning experiences of a 10th place finish in the
2008 Olympics and finishing one spot off
the podium in the New York City Marathon
last November, Hall is set to uncork the potential he gave glimpses of with a personal-

best 2:06:17 run in London in 2008.
“You don’t always hit it how you want
to hit it,” Hall said. “It’s easy to really get
down on yourself, and really beat yourself
up over it for a long time. I’m getting better
now at not doing that as much.”
Hall crossed the Boston finish line nearly a minute back of winner Deriba Merga
(Ethiopia) last year after towing the pack
through the race’s early stages at world record pace. In the Marathon News interview,
Hall didn’t declare the brash move a mistake, but rather said his knowledge of the
course this year will allow him to expend
his energy more efficiently. He likened his
experience to a home course advantage.
For Hall to triumph in Boston, as well
as snap the event’s hex on American males,
it will have to be a team effort. Countryman Meb Keflezighi, 34, can be a friendly
face in the lead pack of Africans and has the
credentials to contend. Since 1983, Greg
Meyer remains the latest American male
win in Boston.
Hall rallied in November while having
an admittedly sub-par day in New York
City, as Keflezighi marched on to victory.
If the two match their wits and have a little
luck on their side on Monday, both are capable of placing in the top-five at Boston
as well.
“Going into New York, my expectations
were just too high,” Hall told Runner’s
World. “It’s not that you shouldn’t expect
great things to happen, but I think you just

have to go into the race with kind of an
open hand.”
The Kenyans will create an intimidating lead pack, but last year’s edition of the
world’s oldest annual marathon showed
their recent dominance is not impenetrable.
Merga (Ethiopia) headlines perhaps the
most talented Boston elite men’s field ever.
Hall’s personal-best time seeds him second in the field, behind 33-year-old Abderrahim Goumri of Morocco. Keflezighi’s
2:09:15 winning time in New York City
was his best. Merga and Keflezighi are tied
for second in the World Marathon Majors
rankings, behind Kenya’s Samuel Wanjiru.
Hall is tied for 10th. Boston course record
holder Robert Cheruiyot has withdrawn
from the event due to injury.
Marathoners must suppress a debilitating race experience before they step back
in the ring. Hall’s 3:32 negative split to win
the 2007 Olympic Trials in hilly New York
City showed what he can do when he’s really on, and his persistence in New York City
is confirmation that Hall is ready to deliver
some fireworks on Patriots’ Day.
“I think for me, the battle is just getting
back to just making it about the love of running,” Hall said. “That’s what it’s got to
always be about for me, because when it’s
not about that, good things usually don’t
happen.”
Note: Steven McCarthy will be running
in his second Boston Marathon on Monday
and his fifth marathon overall.
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Derek Buttles (left) and Josh Spearin (right) set up at the
line of scrimmage in a home game last season. Buttles and Spearin
are one of the many returnees for UMaine in 2010. The Black Bears
are currently in spring practice, which culminates on May 1 with the
annual Jeff Cole Memorial Scrimmage. The Black Bears open up the
season against Albany on Sept. 2 at Alfond Stadium.
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Ryan Hegarty (left) tries to break away from teammate Gustav Nyquist (right) in Wednesday’s sled hockey game. The University of Maine hockey team routineley plays the Sled Dogs, a sled hockey team comprised of local disabled men and women.

Two Bears pick up weekly honors; Lichterman resigns
From Staff Reports
Baseball
Two University of Maine baseball
players picked up conference honors
this past week as the Black Bears posted
a 3-1 record. Sophomore center fielder
Taylor Lewis was named the America
East Player of the Week and freshman
infielder Tyler Patzalek Rookie of the
Week.
Lewis, the league’s leading batter,

hit .625 for the week with two home
runs and eight RBI. The Montville,
Conn., native hit for the cycle in Saturday’s 9-2 win over Albany.
Patzalek hit .529 in four games for
the Black Bears with eight runs and
four RBI. The Burlington, Ontario,
native started all four games at third
place in place of injured starter Kyle
Stilphen.
Field Hockey

Mallory Anderson, Maire Dineen
and Courtney Venoitte were selected
as captains by head coach Josette
Babineau for the upcoming 2010 season.
“They each have a tremendous
amount of experience,” said Babineau
in a press release. “They balance each
other very well and they continue to
lead the team in all areas of our program. I am impressed with their commitment, their work ethic and their

desire to continue to push our program
forward.”
The Black Bears return a solid
nucleus, including eight starters, from
a team that advanced to the America
East semifinals in 2009.
Women’s Hockey
Dan Lichterman resigned last
Thursday from his head coaching post
after three seasons with the Black
Bears.
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Lichterman’s teams increased their
win total each season and his teams
were well-known for excelling in the
community and classroom.
“I would like to thank the administration and the university for the opportunity and wish the program and
players the best in the future,” Lichterman said in a press release. “I will
always be a Black Bear.”
Lichterman’s reason for resignation
is to pursue other interests.
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Scoreboard

Red Sox (Sun.) 8 6 Royals
Red Sox (Mon.) 2 5 Twins
Red Sox (Wed.) 6 3 Twins

Boston Marathon
has elite field
Hall, Goumri headline
top runners
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Miami, NYJ
upgrade
competitive
AFC East
In the past three days, the
landscape of the AFC East has
been significantly altered. Two
high profile wide
receivers,
who bring
Pro Bowl
résumés
to the
field and
a police
record off
Adam Clark
of it, were
traded to
the New York Jets and Miami
Dolphins.
With the move of Santonio
Holmes to the Jets and Brandon Marshall to the Dolphins,
this may be the year where
the New England Patriots are
not favored to win the division heading into the season,
especially after New York’s
run to the conference championship game last season.
Discounting the Buffalo Bills,
who are not going anywhere
in this extremely competitive
division, the AFC East could
have three playoff teams when
January rolls around. Here is a
look inside the three contenders in the division:
New England Patriots
– As long as Bill Belichick
and Tom Brady are around,
this team is always going to
contend, but in last year’s
playoff game against the
Baltimore Ravens, the defense
was exposed and Brady and
Co. could not muster anything
on offense. The team is aging,
needs offensive weapons and
needs to fix its Achilles’ heel
– pass rushing. The Patriots
have been quiet on the free
agent and trade market unlike
their division rivals, but hold
the keys to the 22nd overall
pick in next week’s NFL Draft
as well as three second rounders. They have the option to
trade up and pick up a top-tier
talent, acquire a player on the
trading block or stay put and
draft from their position to
fill the holes on their team. A
good move would be to stay
put in the first round and draft
a pass rusher, trade a second
rounder to the Chicago Bears
for tight end Greg Olsen and
fill other holes on their team
through the draft. Trust in Bill
Belichick and Co.
New York Jets – The Jets
have been the story of the
offseason and will be until
Brett Favre revs up his engine
again. They have acquired LaDainian Tomlinson, Antonio
Cromartie and Santonio Holmes and released Thomas Jones.
All three of those players have
question marks, though. Does
Tomlinson have enough left
in the tank? Cromartie has
seven children in five different
states and has paternity suits
filed against him. Holmes is a
Pro Bowl receiver, but will be
suspended the first four games
for substance abuse. If Rex
Ryan can keep these problems
aside, the Jets will be the team
to beat because quarterback
Mark Sanchez finally has bigtime passing weapons, a great
backfield and the league’s top
defense just got better.
Miami Dolphins – Miami
has made two big splashes
this offseason, first signing
the top linebacker, Karlos
Dansby, and then trading for
Marshall. If they were in a
different division, they may
be favored, but won’t be in
this gauntlet having to play
New England and New York
twice each in 2010. However,
quarterback Chad Henne has
See AFC East on B6

Celtics (Tue.) 93 101 Bulls
Baseball - Siena 0 11 Binghamton
Baseball - UConn 19 2 Hartford

“It was a really tough choice. I was being recruited by some top schools for football.”
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Questioning
LeBron and MVP
Orlando coach believes media
already has James picked

-UMaine center fielder Taylor Lewis, on choosing baseball over football
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Dynamic Lewis leads surging Bears
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor

Taylor Lewis could be making a name for himself during
the fall playing college football
at Boston College.
Instead the sophomore took
a different path in college, passing up the chance to play Division I football for the chance for
college baseball at the University of Maine.
“It was a really tough
choice,” said the Montville,
Conn., native. “I was being recruited by some top schools for
football. You get the fan base at
the big football schools and all
the perks. In the end, I kind of
thought the better choice would
be baseball, especially on my
body. It’s a sport that you’re always going to miss playing, but
overall I think I made the right
choice.”
It seems to be working out
for the America East Conference’s top hitter, who leads the
preseason favorite Black Bears
into conference play and is the
early favorite to garner the Player of the Year award.
Lewis leads the league in
batting average (.417), hits (50),
runs (38), RBIs (35), triples (9),
total bases (88), on-base percentage (.486), slugging percentage (.733) and stolen bases
(16). He also ranks near the top
in doubles (8 – fourth), walks
(15 – fourth) and home runs (4
– sixth).
The three-time America East
Player of the Week hit for the
cycle in a 9-2 win over the University of Albany on Sunday. In
that game, he set the single-sea-

son record for triples at UMaine
with nine.
Coach Steve Trimper and his
staff knew the center fielder had
the talent to be a top-tier talent.
“We said it when we recruited him that he could be the
potential [America East] Player
of the Year for multiple seasons
and he’s on track to do that,”
Trimper said. “He could get
drafted out of here if he keeps
this up.”
In Lewis’ freshman season,
he played a reserve role for the
Black Bears, who had a veteran-laden outfield led by former
standouts Billy Cather and Kevin McAvoy.
Lewis played in 35 games
last season with 18 starts, and
batted .282 with two home runs
and 12 RBI.
Despite coming off the bench
most of the season, Lewis was
groomed to replace Cather, a
four-year starter. Cather has
since taken on the volunteer
assistant coach position for the
Black Bears and has been Lewis’ biggest influence.
“I give nobody on this team
more credit than Billy Cather,”
Trimper said. “He took him
under his wing last season as a
player. He’s worked with Taylor all fall, more than any other
coach here.”
Lewis calls Cather his “biggest mentor” and added that
having him around as a coach
has helped him immensely.
“It was great coming here,”
Lewis said. “In some ways, I’m
actually glad I didn’t play every
day. Just sitting on the bench
See Lewis on B7
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Taylor Lewis awaits the pitch in a game earlier this season. The sophomore center fielder has developed into one of the top players in America East and is the reigning conference Player of the Week.
Lewis and the University of Maine visit defending conference champion Binghamton University for a
four-game series this weekend.

UMaine visits defending champs for key series
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor

The University of Maine baseball
team entered conference play last Saturday at the University Albany as the preseason favorite by league coaches to win
the America East Conference.
In Saturday’s nine-inning game, the
Black Bears struggled, losing 11-10 to a
Great Danes team that had only won a
single game all year.
“The first game in Albany was the
second loss of the year where we just
flat out lost the game,” said UMaine
coach Steve Trimper, noting a 7-6 loss
on March 4 to St. Bonaventure was the
other loss. “We played horrible – poor
defense, poor pitches and kind of gave
the game away.”
Trimper’s squad responded positively
in Sunday’s doubleheader, garnering a 9-

2 win in the first contest and an 11-5 victory in game two, and showed America
East why it was picked to finish first in
the conference.
UMaine, which has won 11 of their
last 12 games, hopes to continue their
hot streak and avoid a collapse similar to
last Saturday when they visit defending
league champion Binghamton University for a four-game series starting on
Saturday.
The two teams will play doubleheaders beginning at noon on Saturday and
Sunday.
Leading the charge for UMaine (1714 overall, 2-1 America East) heading
into this weekend’s showdown with
Binghamton (10-15, 2-1) is sophomore
center fielder Taylor Lewis, the reigning
America East Player of the Week.
Lewis has earned that honor three
times this season and leads the confer-

ence in several offensive categories including batting average (.417), hits (50),
runs (38), RBIs (35), triples (9), total
bases (88), on-base percentage (.486),
slugging percentage (.733) and stolen
bases (16).
During last Saturday’s game one win,
Lewis hit for the cycle and at one point
during the weekend he had recorded a hit
in eight straight at-bats.
The sophomore star isn’t the only
one producing offensively for UMaine,
which ranks first in America East in team
batting average (.313).
Senior catcher Joe Mercurio (.358, 6
HR, 30 RBI), junior first basemen/outfielder Joey Martin (.345, 1 HR, 25 RBI),
senior shortstop Tony Patane (.336, 4
HR, 28 RBI) and freshman utility player
Tyler Patzalek (.317, 1 HR, 18 RBI) are
all hitting over .300, showing the depth
in the lineup.

“Taylor’s on fire and it’s been a great
surprise,” Trimper said. “I made a statement at the beginning of the season,
where I said I don’t think we’re going to
have one standout hitter, but we’re going
to have a balanced lineup. I thought were
going to do that, but Taylor’s been hitting, Joey [Martin] and the bottom of our
lineup’s been hitting.”
With a potent offense backing them,
the pitching staff for UMaine has emerged
as a strength. They lead the league in
team earned run average (5.13).
“The way we pitch and the way we’ve
been swinging the bats, it’s almost hard
not to be in the games,” Mercurio said.
“Our pitchers are starting to know that
we’re going to be in every game and the
looser they get, the looser our offense
gets.”
See Baseball on B6

Black Bears entertained by sled hockey rivalry
By Jesse Scardina
For The Maine Campus
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University of Maine men’s hockey players Jeff Dimmen, left, and Klas Leidermark, right,
battle in Wednesday afternoon’s sled hockey game at Alfond Arena.

It’s a rivalry unlike any other. As
tension builds, play gets rougher
and talk gets trashier. No, we’re
not talking about the Red Sox and
Yankees, or Duke University and
University of North Carolina, or
even the University of Maine andm
the University of New Hampshire.
We’re talking about the UMaine
men’s hockey team and the Sled
Dogs  — the local sled hockey
team.
Okay, maybe it isn’t the biggest
rivalry in sports, but this entertaining event does get the competitive
juices flowing. Taking place at Alfond Arena, members of the UMaine
squad trade in their skates for sleds,
and compete against the Sled Dogs
— comprised of local disabled men
and women.
The first game was played between the teams back in 2006.
UMaine coach Tim Whitehead
was visiting Keith Skeffington, a
friend’s son, at the hospital.
“We just hit it off,” Whitehead
said about his interaction with
Skeffington, who captains the Sled
Dogs.

“He came to visit me at the hospital and we became friends,” Skeffington said.
Skeffington and his father put
together a sled hockey team about
three years earlier with the help of
Alpha 1, a nonprofit organization
helping disabled men and women
stay active. In a conversation with
Whitehead, Skeffington brought
up the idea of playing the UMaine
hockey team.
“He loved the idea,” Skeffington
said.
Since 2006, the two teams have
faced off twice a year, with the
Sled Dogs taking the early advantage. Through six games — including Wednesday afternoon’s contest
— the Sled Dogs have taken a 4-2
lead, with another seven-game series set to get started later this year
or early next year.
“It gets a little competitive. I
mean, none of us like to lose,”
said UMaine junior captain Tanner
House.
But more importantly, it’s a great
time for all involved.
“It’s a great way to get other
handicapped people out and active,”
Skeff said. “We meet every Thursday at Sawyer Arena in Bangor.”

